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\ . ... INTRODUCTION , . ■ . . ■

\ ,- . ■■ This is the: Report of the Seminar on Central Services to Local

\ Authorities .which was organized "by-the Uiiited Nations Economic Cora-"

mission., for Africa with the collaboration of the 'Division for'Public""

Administration of" the United Nations 'Department of Economic'and Social

Affairs and-, the Institute of Administration, E'aria,' Northern Nigeria,

1 The project originated from the Report of the Seminar on Urgent

Administrative Problems of African Governments (e/CN,14/i8O dated 18 .

December 1962)5 in" particular Chapter "VT on pages 50-52. Recommendations ..

contained in the report were adopted by the Commission at its Fifth

Session and were incorporated in the (corrected) Programme of Work and

Priorities (E/CF.14/230/Corr.3) under project number PA-215,

The Government of Northern Nigeria? through the agency of the

Institute of Administration of Ahmadu Bello University, acted as host

to the Seminar, which was held at Zaria from 29 June to 10 July 19^4?

and provided secretarial facilities => This was the second of the

regional seminars on Central Services to Local. Authorities- The first

was held in New Delhi in October-November 1963 under the co—sponsorship

of the United Nations (ECAFE) and the EROPA Training Centre (-the Indian

Institute,of /Public Administration). :

The purpose of the Seminar was. to enable senior African officers

concerned with the design, administration or improvement of local^

government to exchange experiences and:tovgain knowledge of relevant ■...-.

experience outside the Afrioan region;; and drawing upon this fund of . .-■

experience and knowledge to prepare a document.f.or regional use r .on ways" ■ ■

by which Afrioan Governments, might increase the.contributions and effective

ness of their local authorities towards.social, and economic- development, ;

The agenda was designed to focus attention and provide guidance on, in

particular, the followings existing systems and concepts of. Central-local

government relations in Africa, central agenoies and institutions at the

national level (or in a federal system at the state or provincial level)

dealing with local authorities? and the role of local government in

community and economic development, with emphasis on planning, finance,

personnel and training.

- iii ~
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Each Member Government of ECA wa;s invited to nominate two participants,

the United Nations undertaking to pay. the.,.travel expenses- and■"subsistence

allowances.during.the Seminar of,one nominee per country, providing he .

was suitably qualified. . All .the-17.countries which participated were : ■ '

represented at..Zaria,by..senior,pfficials .from their Ministries of Local - -

Government or of the Interior, Kenya,,the STiger Republic, Northern

Rhodesia, the UAH and the United Republic...of Tanganyika, and Zanzibar each

had two participants, the expenses of the .second being borne by: themselves.

Nigeria, as host country, was strongly represented, by seven officials

from'the four different regions and from La-os." Representatives.of the- ,

Pood and Agriculture Organisation, the World Health Organization, the

United Nations Division for Public/Administration at'Headquarters, .the - ■

International Union of Local Authorities (a non-governmental organization

having consultative-status with'the United Nations) and the Ford Founda

tion also=participated- There were1observers from Britain, the United : ^ "

States of America and Yugoslavia. The total number of participants '

(excluding supporting' staff) was 40/ The names of all participants and
co-ordinating, professional and administrative staff' are given1in Annex II. '

■ -—,- ... . ■ ■ ; ■ .'..'..■,.-.■"

The Seminar was formally opened by Alhaji Sule Gaya,. Minister for .

Local Government of Northern Nigeria, with the Acting Vice-Chancellor ; :, .

of Ahmadu Bello University in the chair. At the opening session Alhaji

Ado Bayero, M.H.G.^Emir of Kano," was unanimously elected chairman "of

the plenary meetings with M. Abdou U< dene SF'diaye, a Provincial Governor ""

from Senegal, as vice-chairman. Two Seminar rapporteurs were elected,

Mr. EL Tayeb El Tahir/a Provincial Secretary from the Sudan, and m'/ '

Beno£t-'Kidza3 a senior officer of the Ministere'd'Etat de l'Interieur.

in Madagascar,' Bach of the two working'committees; had two rapporteurs

also who-were English and French-speaking likewise. This system worked

very well and not only helped to eliminate'misunderstandings, but also

enabled differing concepts to be properly recorded in each, language. .

M. Goukoye Karimou, Commissure General a la Promotion Humaine,

attached to the Presidency, cf the ¥i.ger Republic, ..was ejected,aB chairman- ■■

- xv *-



of Committee A and Chief J.H. Beckley, Permanent Secretary to the

Ministry•" of■ Local Government of- Western■■Nigeria and M. Alfred Bossou,

Prefect of the^De^partement duSud-Bst inDahomey, were elected., as joint

rapporteurs, Kr\ Ibrahim Mohamed Osman, Director General, of the Plan

ning ^and'Executive Pr'b^r-ammes Department- in the 1JAH'-Ministry'of Local

Administration?'was elected chairman of Committee B with - M*;: Pierre'- Henri

%onde. Panguinoyeny, Birecteur des Services du Ministere de l^Interieur

of. Gabon? and Mr.. J.A....Dinw.iddie, Under-Secretary in the Ministry, of Local

Government, of Northern Rhodesia,, .as. rapporteurs, of Committee B. ■ ::

Mr. C.A.G. Wallisj O.B.S., Local Government Adviser to the Depart

ment., of technical Co-operation in London, served as .Technical Secretary.

Agenda, items and relevant chapters of.^he draft dis.cus.sfpn papers.,y

prepared.,"by the. Technical; Secretary, and ..others were assigned. to each

Committee. After detailed study an.d ..discussion^ revised. drafts,;,p|'j these

papers were prepared and reviewed in plenary sessions. To achieve the

purposes of the Seminar also various other special papers and documents

■were presented "both to provide background information and to serve as

guidelines in the discussions-

The following documents were distributed in advance to participants!

"Central Services to Local Authorities"} a Study prepared by the

International Union of Local Authorities

Decentralization for National and Local Development (U3ST document

st/tao/m/19)

Public Administration Aspects of Community Development Programmes

(m document ST/TAO/M/14).

The Arabic? English and French - speaking countries of Africa were

so well represented that the aim of making available different types of

experience gained in a wide variety of conditions could hardly have been

achieved more satisfactorily or in a more balanced way. In additions all

Governments which received invitations were asked to prepare a paper giving

basic information about the local administration systems of their country,

irrespective of whether or not they intended to be represented at the



.Seminar. ...^he outcome .of this request wa® 'that 24 African countries

(including .the four separate regions of Nigeria) submitted papers '

.containing.a wealth of up-to-date material not previously available and

.much.mutual.benefit and interest were undoubtedly derived from the

exchange of these papers at Zaria among the participants.

■■'■■■ .The Seminar .--ended on,10 July. .and. before departing from Nigeria

.many; of ..the parti cipants<.were ,fprma.ll.3r,received by the Emir, of .Kan0

in his Palase-j entertained tp..lunch^ and taken ...on a;Qonducted tour, of

^the city of Kano., .

■ ■•'.. -'Finally., the-■.Uniijed Nations..' Economic .Commission. f:pr: Africa wishes

to/reo-ord its-.gratitude^to. the .Government of..Northern..Nigeria, both for

its 'generous hospitality,and for .the., excellent .facilities at Zaria

:which were." placed'.at .the- disposal, of the Seminar participants....

-■va.
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I. SUMMMY OP THE DISCUSSIONS

1. Essentially 'there-are,onl^^wa .logical; fpirns of .government, abso--

lute dictatorship ,and,direct,.democracy.. Every other form which has been

tried. is;:.mpre;:;.or:. less. illogi.cal3 .-notwithstanding any ideological label

which' may be .attached.- to!- it> ■ Accepting this fact, tiie. Seminar wasted

no time in advocating or condemning particular forms of"government, hut

concentrated, on.the broad purposes which all governments in Africa, of

whatever .type, have chiefly inmind'today and on discussing the kind of

administration which is' most" likely; to^ toing these' purposes td realiza- ■

tion-.,, ,- , . , . . ■ -■ ■.,.(... ...

2. After, *wo w.eekis.-.of-intensive discussion... the memhers of the Seminar' '

found :tkemselves.. in :comple-be ;agreG.m.ent with the..words .which Mr. Robert _

K.A. Gardiner,: toe-utive:Secretary, of E..C.A.J used in his opening message,'

"bett:ei*t32an anything ..else an ...intelligent .policy of decentralization _

will -serve .the ■.purposes which .Africa's political leaders ..generally regard

as most essential, namely political unity.and. economic development" .;

3. -.The official; languages at tjie. Seminar were French and English^ For

mos-b.participants-the.se are; second, languages. ^ is not to be supposed

theref-bra that unanimity.-.was reaphed without some extremely difficult

exercises dn^transia-tipn^for :i.twa.s,:more. than a case of finding verbal

equivalents ln;sti.tut.iona^ .equivalents had also to be found and, where

there w^re-.no, equivalents,, the. diff;.ex-ences ha.d. to be noted. Some account

of these--diff.erenc.es. .should be: given,in. order to illuminate -the summary^

of-the--bain Gonclusions-. of the Seminar...wiiich :is.; given later.,

4. teis hQ^-encfi'translationfor the expression ,";loc-a.l government";

iiTnas '£0 be;:re^p^sed as ■"decentraliaedao.cal administration." Conver

sely, "-Bid'■French" Vork d^co^bentration as applied ,to, local; administration

conveys nuclear "meaning '-whefi literally translated', into English.-.:. : . ;_._,,

50 .Jn terms of.. general administration there is 'in Britain" a';clear-

distinction between pentral government operating in and from-the

ministries and local'government operating outside tfem.^Thef e''is a line-



■between them drawn horizontally. By contrast, France stations general

administrators (Prefects) outside the capital and .establishes through

them the direct authority "of the central-government throughout the country

The line between this form of'local...administration (deconcentration) and, .

local government - (decentralisation) is./drawn, ,no£ horizontally "but vert±:-. ,.

cally. Both exist in the-same area, ■ -. ■ . . ■■■ . ■

6, The Prefect has a dual'rSle. He is at"once the agent of the State'

and the executive officer of a decentralized elected council covering ■ '..

"^e ^.®£^£l®S12i (province)'to -which he is "pasted. At a" lower level the' ■"

maire or chairman of the elected local council also has a dual function,

since., ' once he has been-elected, he ;also 1360011168. for certain purposes

(for examples" maintenance of public, order) -a .state, officialv .subQect to. .

the1 instructions of- 'the Prefect,' not of his council, -The relative ■

importance of :the two- rSles in. each .case., is.reversed, the Prefect.being .,::

primarily "the representative of the State and the maire ."being .primarily ■

the representative of the local authority.. ■■..-_ , . . , -.

7* ' There'is ;an important differences- .top, in the. location of executive .

power "in local government- ■ In the: British system, the council itself ..has.. .

the executive power, :: That is to ,say9 it-is responsible .for seeing, that..

its' own'decisions are-carried out. . The council's officers-are therefore

subordinate--to it- 'It is an. old saying., however,, that -though delibera

tion' ls;; the task -of many, - executive action . is the .task-.of one. and the . .

British "position- has-led-to the evolution-of a relationship, between the ...

council and its''■"of f icers"wh"ich,- though .quite, satisfactory ? ..is. complicated.

aridvhardv,to. describe. In .the French .system the executive power of a

local-council. Is vested in its ma_irejO It is he who directs the officers.

This., obviates the need for .any special relationship between councillors

and staff because the. councillors' contact is 'only'with the mair_e to

whom they .must address all questions relating to the use of his executive

power. On the other hand, of course ? it" is mucfr easier for the--"State to

affect a course of action when the Prefect can"deal1 informally with the■

maire instead of formally with the "whole"council1; ■ ' " ''■ -; "
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8. ' These European concepts' have1 been carried-inib Afridan countriesv'aiad

have produced a partisan aVtackneht "to" dne' form or the other ■which-' * ■■

militates against a true assessment of their worth in African conditions.

For example, ' the--office, of Prefect is,.accepted, without question,in most

;f%ehc"rii:-speaking--:0rOuntrie:B3". because .it: exists in France. The.-comparable

offiWbf:Provincial Commissioner .in ,;Bbglish-speaking countries ±a, ;,,.

BUsp-ect 'because at' does not exist In .Britain, Likewise, ■ executive. .-Ep^er

is: vested- in the maire. ori-chairman in. the former-cquntries-,.;■but..,in- th^:

council "its:elf 'in-the latter countries, with-the- result;.,that,.theses ^^e

English-speaking countries? have-found themselves facediWi^h. the .formid

able problem-of'^having to establish quickly a .working relationship-,; ,;■.

between-^inexperienced councillors, and staff. who are as yet insufficien-tly

•trained--*"1'" -.' " ■ •■■:-" . ■ :■. '■ - " ■■ ■ ■ '-' - ">.'>

9. Apart from the two large groups of countries which retain 'many:o£

the French and British institution^ which th% "inherited dnring colonial

days? there are other c6untries;'in whidh different influ'ences^have been

at Vork. ■■ Uorthem Nigerias f6r.:-example^ has built, on ..the .anci-en-t- _ . :-

^bH^tidatiohs::.of 'its own natives-authorities.... The United .Arab-HepubiliC..,-:

has- with-ift thevlast. .few yaaaJ-e-iiw-orfced^out a .'system- which;,G,qn.talns)-.el.e-:

ments'drawn £r01tt.no less than.^eight :other countries. ;Ethio:pia and .-,..,,._.■

Liby.a-are only-'on 'the threshold of decentralization .and are-.as y.et. ..,y.

unSomraitte-ii to-tany particular -methods- ;■ ■.: -.,•■;-■":"*■ -■. ■. ■■7;ij--;---T ;..;.-.■.■.■ ';-■■ .-

16.". Searing'all these^differences'vxii mind^'one''can now attempt-Ato- !

summarize" the' main' 'conclusions" of "tiie Seminar7.'

,.11,. F.irs.-b..of .all., .thpre.yas .a feeling, that local government in Africa

.ought now..to.,assert its, independence and cut .loose from its countries

of origin... If inherited French or British institutions and methods are

suitable for the country in question^, well and ^oodj but if not,, they

should not be retained simply because they are French or British. Con

versely, of oourseV they" shoui;d: n'ot"be1 rejected just for that reason.

There is a great'variety of local:government systems' in America and many
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,have... origins in. some European ..country,, but they,are no longer referred

to as-i.$r.i#iBtL*-.French,. Dutchs German., systems. . They are all American

■l:2v": SecohM.yy ^tho-ugM still-'on ;the same subject,.,.the .Seminar,., Jhought ,;

:thafti"1-\J§£Efrxcan: Gover'hmeiitsshould dock beyond,- their existing..institutions

and me;t&b&s'L;to- d-iscoVef-irfi-at foir-.'tliem is; the, real, reason.-for.:.having:-■-,■..

:r6oal' governKien-ft'.-^-rt'' was said .that' the-, real ■'basis■ of-; local- goyer^nment-

ih: France was; -the' Napoleonic passion fox. organization., .in■ America/r/ at,:

ieast rdn";"s6nie:;of the'largest .xs-ities? it is "base.d. Qnr.^uslness efficiency

■ inTthe pFovision of^se'rvicesv^ Iri..Britain^, the present system .is;,-? . . ...

modernized and-rationalized'version of..an- earlier system. -whi-Oii...was -'based

:''6n :th-e ■'idea- of 'local-autonomy .or. local ■.self-government, ■as-;.-,it-.was -called.

In none of these countries was it specially connected with development.

Each African Government ^should t,herefoxe set out clearly in contemporary

ter.ras-its-own "basis,.of^local government. ..This.is the point of the

opening part pf.:the chapter, of recommendations.

13. Thirdlys the Seminar considered, .that■,if local au:thoriti.es ,are-. tp .

"become useful'-agencie^ for development ;they..must immediately "be brought

into"'development°work at -all -^possible points. Haturally?, a s.ense .of .,.

proportion "must be-retained. .Local: authorities ■will.not-'berrexpe.cted to

execute large worlts^themselvess but on .the ;.other hand..even ..the .largest

national project will affect some local, authorities at-, the fringes.and

they should, not be excluded^ It follows.that central'governments must

develop a wide range of services to give local.authorities the financial?

technical, professionals legal, organizational and other forms of

assistance'they need.' It also'follows that local authorities for their

part must not lay too much stress on "local autonomy"', but should'learn

to appreciate the benefits they-may derive from working in close'-colla

boration with the central government'.'"

14...... Epur.ifehly,.,.the1 .peminar recogniz,ed that .the..development of towns and

.■the 4.evelo,pji.ent.,of,-rural areas, were ba^lyi o.ut of step, but they; had no
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clear Wb^Vshould ,e ^-a.out the.-problem ..and had .to. content
of:,ll the i^tt^

aspec1;s:bf !iurbaniza-tiott^ '- ■■■:i ■■■■■■ •"'•:-'<■.■■■*■. - ■ .= ■.■ . ■..:• :.-. ■■-:.-. , . ..

15. Fifthly, there was a question which affected countries of,the, ,

British tradition .ore than it affected those of the French tradition

Meiers fro, the former group of countries protested that the classical .

doctrine that officials should he politically impartial was xn some

cases losing its significance and in other cases was being wrongly

interpreted, so that not impartiality hut complete political sxlence

■was being demanded of them. This was often destructive of good rela

tions hetween elected councillors and staff and consequently *-*«•*
the work of local authorities, lamination of this question showed

it might be connected with the location of executive power xn local

government. Much greater freedom to express their political feelxngs

is allowed to officials in countries where there is a separatxon of
executive from deliberative, that is, policy-making powers, than xn

countries where deliberative and executive powers are both vested xn

the same elected council. The Seminar thought that one approach to a

solution of this very real political problem might be to look for xts

origin rather than at its symptoms.

16 Sixthly, the Seminar demanded training for local government on an

ever-increasing scale. It should embrace not only the professional

tion of the staff, but the instruction of elected councillors xn the way

a council works and equally the enlightenment of the publxo.

17. Seventhly and lastly, the Seminar gave much thought to the problem

of civil status. This appears in the recommendations as the problem

of registering births, marriages and deaths and it is discussed xn the

body of the report under references to statistics. It is, however,

much more than a statistical problem because with increasing mobxlxty

it is vitally important for good administration that every person shou

be able to prove his or her civil status by an internationally accepted

document.
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18. ' The"report" which follows is an attempt to set. out some of the

consequence^ or^t&ese opinions for-.the- use .of those whose business

is to make African looal government work effecUy.ely in a modern

context.■' *:'•-.■■■■■ . . : . . . ......
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II. EXISTING SYSTEMS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

CONCEPTS OF CENTRAL/LOCAL RELATIONS

Introductory . . ■ .

19- The internal organization of'states increases in complexity with

the extent of their territories and the size of their populations? and

with the development of their-various'Economic and social activities.'

This complexity results in the- establishment of organic structures on

the one hand as a medium for exercising supreme direction and control

andf on the other hand, as a medium for administrative action- .The first

of these structure^ springing usually from a political origin? .constit- ■

utes the policy-making powers and.is normally divided, into legislative,

and executive organs,. The second is subordinate to the.first and is

charged with the tasks of; the preparation and application of policys

it constitutes the "administration". Only rarely can such structures

be established in one central place corresponding to thep^^tp-p^alfjv mt

community. For this reason other patterns of organisation^are sought

after, among which we may note a wide range of differences from the .

division of .t|ie territory., into,, administrative districts g, ..which correspond

to the zones of action .of representatives of ..the; central power ? to the

creation of local government units endowed with characteristic agencies

upon which,.are devolved powers which are distinct from those exercised

"by""tH¥'"St'ate, • " ' ■ ■■■..■-■■

'20 V fecal"' ^o-Vern&ent^1 can; %vnv&tf: '&'i£f erint' ;ifcea^:-' to'"; ^iiT

tna't Xs^Wny"^^^-^^©^ -at'ttie oufeeV^eWs'; t6

the Idea^'in ordW'Wmake1-^s

bus's ion's 16n;'theJ"vv'a'r'ioWs" 'aspe^t^s1' of " tTd& "Kii£i$i:: 1fchem'eVJ c"en!t;r!ai* services0

to 16'cal ■au'thbri't'i"e;SoI"1"''iH:

government"'are" referred'" to as. to'ca'i" a'uiihor'i't'i'es". r/"'

. 1
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A local authority means a unijt ofj government possessing,£he , j

following attributes;

(a), -jurisdiction over a defined and inhabited area^ "

(b) a separate statutory existence with a separate budget and at1^

least some degree of financial independence,0

(.c) power to perform tasks relating to local affairsf and "~

(d), -a^ofcal organ of administration which is separate from tire

measure of+independencVTfrom *government and'

elected

itiSuch local, authorities "can'be set u

village, toinl1 <Jr p^vincial levels.

at

f

levels >

^ rJ

'ri

21. In no ^country represented at this seinmar is administration rGqn-

ducted wholly from the capital city by civil servants stationed in that

city. There is no need to elaborate the reasons| they are summed up in

an old proverbs ^a ruler may govern from afar but he can only adminster

from olos-e at hand. All governments therefore divide the country into

areas for local administration and post their officials to field stations

wher(e they tan prpvide public services m the manner best adapted to

local conditions. This is si^ll, however centralized local administra

tion because the officials are the direct agents of the central1 govern

ment and serve the purposes of the central government. Any powers they

may have to make'decisions of policy'are"'"delegated to them by their

official superiors.

22. Local administration is said to be decentralized when powers are

not delegated but devolved. The difference between delegation and

devolution is that in the former case the government does not deprive "

itself of any of rfes powers but merely grants a measure'of discretion

to its local officials! whereas in the second case the government'

actually transfers s'ome'of its powers hy legal'process to a'person'or

body of persons. $o put it anoiiher Vay; 'in delegating power the govern- '

ment retains the initiatives in devolving $ower the government parts

with the initiative to another body, but retains the right to control

that body.
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23. Usually the reason" for delving, power Is 'Vo enable local communi-

tiesto. manage'their own,affairs through organs Tested with appropriate

powers and' whose members'are no}" in principle civil servants. Such a

tody has to be'giveh'a/legal personality/ in order to receive/and. exer

cise the devolved'powers;...it'must therefore be established either by

the constitution or by.'legislation. Where it is" desired to cover the

whole'country with a/network of'local authorities, and some areas are

not sufficiently developed/to.permit the:establishment of a suitable ■

council, the' devicVis 'sometimes.used/of/appointing an administrator;

who'u nottecessarily a civil, servant, /to be the local authority under

the law;/' An advisory council /may■ then be/>)aced/alongside the administra-

tor and tie powers .'may be progressively delegated/ to it, ^ until the .

council" gains ^ough'experience to be' given' the/"statutory powers direct.

The administrator;may/then be/withdrawn./' This can'be./a? useful educative

.method. • . ■ . . ■ .. , . . . ■ -. ,.:■ ....'» -■•

Problems axlBJng from the sri^nce of traditional institutions

24V ' In^he oasis of -both" delegation 'ah^ Uevolutibri^lt is implicit

of-State ^ersBeaat®otee,^or it aeems ^lf-

nothing can W^eeentraK2ed.%hich-has not ■ fir^ been-■

iii

p 'Prior '"to the oreatlon^f Qentral governments there' were' in:=

several African countries local communities, usually of a triha'l-or-

-ethnic,mature,,.which had been accustomed,;to manage their, own .^ffairs,.

withou%iregard .to. ..any-higher authority.- A Governmentsr wishing;/.on.,the:.

,one hand,-to aS.S.ert,.their .sovereign,;:aut.hpri/ty.; an^, on the other, hand to

derive administrative, advantage,£rm the.,eiftstWe.of -,thes.e communities,

have often allowed .them. .to.-, re-tain WG& customary.,, powers :as are .compatible

with modern administrative practice.

25. Discussion of this point would-be'' incompfe^ ■without-:arraeast some

>eferenc'e' to the systems of 'native:%aministra^bn%s prae'tiSed by

administering powers (colon^r governments) or.-in#pired-*y-tiiem. Both
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the French and the British, in attempting to develop the services of a

modern administration} found that 't&e':"tribal ■■leaders were tn-e-only means

of communication between the government'and'the'people.' They -therefore

imposed upon these leaders., sometimes' individually, some-times in council3

in addition to the powers which were or were believed to be theirs by

virtue of custom, a number of new powers'which were entirely modern' and

not customary at all. This pragmatic'approach" was later ra'tionalizedy

particularly in British colonies? into a system '(almost indeed a. ■■ ■ '

philosophy) known as "indirect rule'V"~ In' the content of-tH'is report' ■■

the issue Is whether the native authorities were truly local- aut&or-ities

, or whether they were projections or"'central administration',- that-is, -■

whether they were decentralized or;oent3»aiized organs "■ of local 'a&rainistra-

.tion. A little of both perhaps "but'the argument 'has become :academie-"

since in the meantime the native authority statute's have almost-every

where been repealed and the native' authority'councils'-have 'either "been

transformed into or have been replaced by local authorities of a modern

kind* .-■'■ ...... . ■.;.,,,... , ..._ . ^ .. _........

26. -.Even spj a legal fiction has ,.^n.,sqmer p.ase.s be.en used to maintain

the notion of. centralization, prior, to... Aecentraliaation. In Northern

Nigerias jto. take one example*, the-la.w. in .addition to. devolving specific

powers' allows the. ;native authorities tQ_.cphtinue .to exercise the un

specified powers which,are inherent, in ..th^ip by virtue of native law and

custom.- . . - ; . ■.:-.■■;■ .... ,-

27 • By such means even the ; immemorial :po-wers;-which '-existed, long before

the establishment :of central governments have ;'.been, .brought ..under the,

control of a statute and the exercise-of^these..powers has been subjected

to statutory procedure. In'tilis sense .even.'these-; powers may be. said to

have been first ■ centralized: and then decentralized--. ;■.< .■■/■_-■ ., ■. -;V ..

Statutory basis of local government

28« v.The present situation is perhaps best summed up in the saying, "local

authorities, are:-entirely creatures of statute". It is their separate
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legal, personality which distinguishes them from officials exercising a. .

delegated power, since the latter have no legal personality and exercise

whatever powers they may have by virtue of the administrative instructions

of their official superiors. ,-.,.,

■ Common "features ' ■-.,-:■ . ■ ■• ■ ■■■ ■■■" ■-■•■ '■'•:*-

2<ff'■'The elements of local' government which are common to a large part -

of: Africa are now described in general terms. An area'is chosen as"

suitable for local government after consideration of criteria which

include population,- geographic :factors,^community of -interest., resources

and the characteristics of the services-to be provided,. -All rthe inhabit

ants of this area are considered simply as residents and-not,-a.s members

of any racial, religious or tribal community. If the population is too

large for the operation of direct'democracy, a council -representative- '■-

of the residents is chosen, not necessarily,'be it noted, elected. The

chairman of'tie" council- is elected-or appointed, The duty of promoting

the well-being of 'the residents is'imposed by--law on the council. To

this end the council is given potrers to levy a local tax, to pass bye-r

latfs with penalties attached and to raise loans for-development- ■ . :'■■

Variations ■ . .:;- ■ .*-. , ■ . ..?:..-.-. -, ■ ■■

30. In the British type system the local authority is required1to-

regulate its procedure in an orderly manner, to prepare an annual budget,

to keep accounts and to submit to external audit. ;:lt may only do wliarfc

":i&te;law specifical-iy'authorizes it to dos the doctrine :of ultra vires,-:

- ■ is';applied. -Hew- powers can only-be' actiUia?ed'by-■application to -the-central

-■"government. Thevbouncil of'th-e local--authority is itself execu-tiveirasJ

well-as deliberative* that is ■■to say, it is responsible, for carrying out

its own decisions -and-may employ administrative and technical -staff ;for

this purpose!;--'There is normally:no- regional official 'of ;■ the-state-:.with

the powers of general--tutelage over'local authorities,:although certain

of- their activities are subject1 to inspection by officers of-\ the relevant
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ministries. Also, when there are proved malpractices? an officer- of

t.he central government may "be appointed, to take over complete control.'"

31. In the French type system the local government law allows the local

authority to do anything which is not prohibited "by that or any other law.

There is a separation of executive from deliberative power-and ■-the. form'er

power is exercised, not "by, the. council but ;."by one, elected person (maire),

or by ..a -state official. ■■ Supervision is exercised.either,.,by ,the, central

government 03? by ..its field representative. . ... . ., ,.,.. . ... .,:,

:32. 'Some ^Arabic Speaking .arid other countries^"'to^suit-:their

■tions 'arid-possibilities^-.,have adopted systems of : local1 government ■

contain elements 'drawn^-fr-cm a number ■"■of different countries. .4: '■''■■"■ ■.:■■•=

Central relations with -field administration

33« The Question "of central/local relations ■in- respect of field ■:.: :■

administration-oan be disposed>.of. quickly; . The members of,:the field ■-■v;

administration', medical officers ^agricultural ;-offieers3 and the.."like.3:.;;

exercise^-as has1 been'said3 powers which ar;e-delegated to ...them by-their

respective ministers. ' Eac'lr offio'er.j in-respect -of 'policy ^matters f is

really the minister acting locally. Relations therefore are the ordinary

ones of senior with subordinate officers in the hierarchy of

administrative"5structure. - V . 4. ,;.." . ■ -■■.■ ■ ,.. ■:■;.;';/ ,

G;entral relations with local authorities

powersare-- devolved upon ..truly;.decentralized local ■ autho

rities-'that relations,become"cdniplicated; and.-often, obscirre. ..Powers which

have b'een;;devolveds■: that-.is' legally-;itransf erreds are .exercised.:ther.eafter

us 'of-fight % the' authority on." which they, hay.e been; devolved.;; W^en,:'; -,:

local government' is both efficient-and firmly based, on- society.; this ..,,:..;

doctr-in^1 ;is' hot ■ questioned by. the'-v central- government.. African

im;:erfts;:invgen'eral5-; however cannot yet^ adopt this- 'unquestioning,

£ mu%t still.:-carefully consider .the- valuie-o-f local gcv-si'n'ineni;:; as:;-an.
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agency for development and as an-aid. to the creation of a consciousness-

of national unity* Looal authorities themselves are "beset "by difficult-1-

ies caused by shortage.-of qualified staff v illiteracy, ill-health, poor

communications3 climatic conditions and.problems arising from changes. .

in the traditional society" There are,also.the dangers of .corruption

while central governments, .for their.part? can be intolerant ..of local ■

non-conformists. In additionj there are two practical, complications1:

which more particularly affect the British type local authority. The

first occurs when? owing to the. inability of a local, authority to obtain

its own .qualified ataff, certain field .officers of the education, agri

culture or .other ministry act.also for .the local authority. In this

situation there can be considerable ...areas of overlapping authority.- The

second occurs when the central government wants to employ a local autho

rity as its agent for certain purposes? for-example, to construct a

section of a new road. Here5 because of imperfect understanding of the

difference between delegated agency powers and truly devolved powersj

oentral/looal relations are much less straightforward than in the situa

tion described 221 the preceding paragraph*

35 • All these factors can diminish the efficiency of local authorities

and prevent them from exercising their rights to the full. Their com

bined effect has often provoked governments into taking measures of

excessive centralisation, thus further undermining the basis of local

government. Although central services r-r: local authorities must neces

sarily include supervision of their activities? the correct balance is

difficult to find. Stable looal government is essential for rapid

development but iteelf depondo upon freedom freom ill-considered and

capricious decisions of the central government.

36, There can therefore be no doubt that central/local relations should

be based on some consistent theory? but this theory must be constructed

by .each country for itselfs drawing upon the theories of other countries

as much as is necessary? but never merely copying them. It is very

useful for the purpose of general understanding if the resultant theory
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can be presented in the shape of a consise formula or concept. The., ..

problem Is to decide what this concept should "be. The concepts of the .

master and servant or the employer and employee relationship are not

relevant.. The concept of the principal and agent relationship has only .

a secondary relevance as mentioned previously in paragraph 34. The

concept most; commonly used at present is the relationship, between senior.,

and junior partner? but even this is.scarcely correct "because it conveys •

the idea of two people sitting in a single office and .dealing with the

same subject matter. What, is wanted is a new., concept which will convey

more clearly the idea of two authorities which operate from different...

headquarters and deal autonomously with similar^ not the same subjects,

where one is nevertheless subject, in one way or another, to the ultimate

authority of the other.
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III. CENTRAL AGMCIBS DEALBKJ WITH

, .;.■• ; . ... . ■ LOCAL AUTHORITIES . .. .

Central agenciess

37. It was pointed out in the previous chapter that central services

to local authorities must include not only help given to them "but also

the supervision of their activities. "'The term central agency should "be

"broadly interpreted to embrace governmental and non-governmental agencies

at the national and, in the federal systems? state level.' It therefore

includes not only central government agencies "but also such agencies as

voluntary associations of local authorities? institutions for local'

government training and provincial or regional councils that provide

services to local authorities.

38..: .If this.; inclusive definition is accepted, the following is a list

of ■ agencies .which exist in Africag . ...

r (a) a ministry or at least a central department wholly dedicated

to the 'operation- of local government^ ■-■ " ■ ■.

' ' (Id) other ministries-, for example, health, education, workss

"•■' :""(°) field .agents of ministries! ' ■ ■'

■'■ (d) general area administrators, for example5 prefects? governors?

commissioners 1 ' ■ ■ '• ■

(e) provincial or regional1 councils^ ■ ■

■ . ■ (f). local loans "boards, . :

■...; , (g) local service oommissionsi .... . .

(h) -associations of local authorities^. , .

-■ ,.(i) ..associations of, local authority staffs . .

.... ..-(-j-)' schools and institutes of administration.?. .

j(k) ., political -parities§ , ..

■ (l) other, central "boards.or institutions..

39'. ''The organizational ^arrangements for services -rendered -."by these

ag'encie's must, of course, be adapted to the-oircums'tances of each country5

since -administration:has-to be carried out ;ia real,Mnot:imaginary,.;.
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situations. Keverthelessj :'the:natiir^,and- work of the agencies will "be

"better understood if some description is first given of the general

conditions in which they have to operate. ■:---" "■■.-.....;....■■.■■..:■■ ■/ ■_

40. Although the systems of local government differ'^ between"African-

countries there are marked similarities even'among t'hose""'deriving*from

the British and French systems. African" countries are ''also''fcorrowing

increasingly from one another and from the world' at large. Moreover,

the. ..central services that'local'authorities require are very "similar'

despite differences in systems of local government. Yet Trlth1 fewr'""1-

exceptions (.e.g... Northern'Nigeriajj the systems of1' lo'cal1 government "-

which are being practised at present in'Africa are1 hot1'indigenous'growths

but have heen desired from the centre." Local government was "imported

into' Africa from Europe in quite recent-times by the policy-makers of

the central governments. In principle? it was^seen.ito .be .one.of the

^essential institutions, a.f government., in ...all .developed countries? in

practice9 it was seen to, be.ra..,better. foundation, for the close and

intensive administration.?.;,whic.h ,w,ould be necessary in Africa, in a era

of rapid development-, than either an-.extended tribal organization or a

■vastly expanded; centra3,xbureaucracy which.were the only other, choices

available. It was also viewed emotionally from the nationalist stand

point as making a break with_the former colonial type of administration.

41, There is? however9 a limit to what: one^country.can. borrow from

another* To illustrate, the laws?'regulations'and outward organization

may easily be understood and reproduced. By' contrast it, .is -much less

easy to understand the unwri^teh^-'conventi'ons-which-.supplement; the written

law and still harder tb >eprloduce: them in- a^ different environment. For?

in general,, they are the outcome of attitudes^of ■min'd-.aiid habits of

behaviour formed over* ^fens and hundreds-of years in a ■•particular society.

Loo&l gpveTnaen^b'.rmust.-'be.f irmlfy ."based on..the -s.OQial _l.if e of t.b.e people?

otherwise it will be unstable.5 as, iindeed.it. is. in much .of Africa for

lack of just/this-.essential base.,-..It is not. yet a (movement of _ the^

people.
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42/;'To make a"' systenfof local government"workywhile at the 'same^ time

striving Wmake if a popular movement, is primarily the task- of■■ the■•■■

cental agencies, a' sufficiently practical task'from one-point of view,

but from another point of view a task that demands the ^uaiitiea of ■

vision and patience in those who establish these agencies and: those-who

operate .'them.. They must, have a clear idea of .their goal*..for. in the

short-run;.not only is local government under constant attack hy-;imj>a:tfent

politicians or officials, who may see it as-an obstacle ...flrawn- hprisson/fc-

ufcl"3y across- the country to bar them from, direct access-to the,people,..

but -also the early local authorities themselves.;,may fai-;l:..;in. their, :tasks,

43.' Tneir goal is to make local authorities effective"-instruments' for

enlisting1 the' full participation of' the '■people in national' and' loo&l

'development.' The1 process is unending and cannot--W liurrie'd^' TiierV can

be no" finality, only constant effort 'and- constant -vigilahce/;--:- -:-

.44. .It,..is. against this background of the .ideal and the practical that

the work of each .of the central agencies is how briefly examined.

The Ministry of Local Government ■ ■■■'■■■ ' '

45. In the circumstances which have been described the establishment

and nurture of local government calls for positive, concentrated atten

tion at the highest level of government. This concentration is not ■

possible without a separate ministry of local government. If there is

only a department of local government joined with other departments in

a comprehensive ministry, the minister has to divide his attention^

. between local.government and a number of other activities. Some combina

tions appear to make little sense "in terms of practical'administrations

for example, a ministry of local government, lands and mines. & ®ove.

sensible arrangement is for a department of local government to be

'■dombined with--a department which deals with one of the main activities

of local authorities, 'say health, housing, or educations'but- this can

lead to'ihe particular'dominating the general. Better still, -therefore,
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4s top.combine locaL government with, another general subject such as

home affair.s or., community development.. Thes.e.. are in some cases included

with local, government in the Ministry of. the Interior. Best of all is?

as has-been saidj to have a separate Ministry at, least during the fprma-

-tiv.e,,p.eriod. of. local, government.. . ......

46-,; Where urban-and rural local government have been--combined in- the.

1 same- ministry'^ some countries' :have- found that' the problems--ofvrural^

"authorities- tend--to receive-less attention than -their": &ue? because^ of .

the1 urgency of" urban problem's. However/'where they have "been $lace&'Mn

separate-minie-tries, th& reason -Was- usually-historical.■'■■-■ 3n.-colonial-:'

.territories a,European form, of .local government was introduced, at an.

early date, and ..without question into certain, of the larger towns., which

were.:.themselv.es,, .mainly, of a European rather- than pf an African., character.

When local .government- was introduced into. th.e. rural. area.s.3:. much, later,

and as a conscious act of policy? it was mainly thought of as a develop

ment of "native" adminis'tration3 and was therefore placed in charge' or*

the department or ministry of native'or African affairs. There'was in

consequence little cross-breeding between.,,-jiown and..country. . ..Lccal : .

government is3 however5 essentially the same in towns and in rural areast

the difference is one of degree rather than of kind.' ' It is a matter' of

observation that ideas about local government spread from the' towns'"to

the rural areas and not from the rural areas to the townsT " Some members

felt that the interdependence of the town and its rural environs could

with benefit lead to the formation of one authority for the" two areass

while others considered that the problem of acceptable representation

for both areas in one council was almost insuperable. It was "generally

agreed thatt there was a'need for a comparative s'tudy'o'f the'relationship

between urban and rural local government- ' "" "' ■-•-?■•--

;. following-;. 1-ist... .indicates.. .$.he .range of., duties which -the, ministry

for^-liOC:al...gpve,rnme^^^ h&ye- to undertake, inrdeveloping..

.poultries, in:.pp^pperatiori_.;oxi4,,:C:9n,su;lta;t;l^ other;. minis tries- ;1!,, r

concerned:
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(a) The formulation of general policy to create and foster :an :.

atmosphere favourable to the healthy growth of local, government.

This can be achieved by advising and guiding local authorities

in the solution of their problems., as well as by representing

their interests and aspirations at central government-level. .v>u,

(b) The co-ordination of services to local authorities rendered .

by technical departments and other ministries, especially

where there are proposals which depart from established policy.

(c) The preparation of legislation both principal and subsidiary, _

(d) The exercise of administrative control in such matters as.

defining and demarcating areas? jurisdictions and boundaries

"of local authorities, or delimiting election districts.

(e) The formulation of administrative procedures? e.g. for conduct-^

' ing'elections, employment of staff, the making of contracts

and purchase of stores.>v J _ ...

(f) The exercise of statutory control' of local;authorities by

approval of estimates, audit of accounts? conducting enquiries.

(g) The formulation of financial procedures? e.g. for the prepara

tion of estimates5 accounting practice and for retirement

benefit schemes? ... . _, .. . .

(h) The provision of legal, financial and technical advice, to

local authorities on such subjects as. housing and town ; .

planning. . . ■. . ;. . . ...;,. .. .

(i) The assurance, in so far as practicable, of adequate finances

for local authorities by suggesting and advising on methods

of improving and administering the sources of local revenue,

and through grants, subsidies and loans.. . .. . ...

(j) The making of arrangements for training of localrgovernment_

staff and councillors. ... ... .---

(k) The conduct or sponsorship, or research. . ; _ , L , _ ...;

(l) The preparation of reports on the progress of local government^

evaluating the effectiveness of programmes and advising local

authorities on methods of improving them*
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This list is not exhaustive but will serve .to illustrate the sort of

work that is being done today hy various ministries responsible for

local government,,

Other ministries ■:' '" -r ■ ■ ■ "■ ■■ ■ . .

48. Very close co-operation is needed "between the Ministry of Local

Government and other ministries. The latter often develop plans, without

adequate^ consultation with theformer and, as a result, expect more of

local authorities than they can handle. There is no question regarding

the vital services that other ministries can render to local authorities

but it is debatable to what extent other ministries should deal direct

with thenu_ In some cases they do, but in other cases communication is

conducted both ways through the ministry of local government and its

local agents. In the latter event, as services become more numerous

and more technically complicated, the ministry of local government

might be compelled to add to its own staff specialist officers for

education, health, works and so on and there might be a tendency for it

to grow into a government within a government. On the. other hand, if,

say, the education ministry deals direct with local authorities, two

difficulties may arise. The officials of the local authority may not

at present be sufficiently well qualified to hold their own in profes

sional argument with the officials of the education ministry?'and,

secondly, the ministry may actually obstruct the devolution of its own

powers, whatever the law may say. The reverse arrangement, of the

secondment of officers from technical ministries to provide specialist

advice' in the Ministry of Local Government, has objections because of

the possible conflict of ministerial policies. There can be no hard and

fast rule about this but arrangements will vary according to the.maturity

of local government as a whole and of the capacities of individual local

authorities. The general pattern should be that all policy and financial

matters are conducted through the Ministry of Local Government. As a

matter of practice in some countries, including most of the English-
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speaking countries, communications on teotoio^^

within established, policy are^onducted direct between other ministries

■.and.ilooal ..authorities. ■ .. .. . .,,;.. . .. ; ..< . . ... .

Field agents of ministries

.49-, - There -is always, the possibility of jurisdictional conflict between

the loQal..officers of.'.a .ministry and the local authority of the area

to,wfeich-they are posted, ..It arises where.the responsibility of field

.agents of.technical ministries .intersects the more general responsibility

of. the local authority.. Where different ministries use different

operational areas, the conflict will be greatest. This is simply a

statement,pt;: a,problem which^can only be solved by co-ordination, a word

which can neYer.be, kept, out,of .'any discussion'about public administra

tion.

General area administratorsg

50. One way of achieving co-ordination is to place the local officers

of .the ministries under the local command of a general administrator

.wHo is also.the officer .responsible.for dealing on behalf of the central

.government as a. whole.with the,local authorities in the area. In logic

there.is little to. criticize in this method, yet it has not been

.practised, everywhere,, perhaps because, of a...feeling that it is too rigid

■ and formal ..without...leaving discretion to the good sense of the people

concerned,,who, it is said, if left alone.will achieve co-ordination by

informal.means.. The formal, and, informal methods derive from French and

British theory respectively. .Thus the.district commissioner in the former

British colonies was never accorded the legal status and powers of a

French Prefect. Ifren so, ..his off ice.has been abolished in most of the

: newly independent countries, mainly because of emotional antipathies to

■a particular office peculiar, to. the colonial .system of government. The

. -disappearance of the,offioe^oweyer,' did.not mean that the need for the

functions of the office likewise disappeared, so it is being recreated

in several countries usually with a much greater political content than

before.
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Other local authorities^' '-;C "" ■ ■ "■■■■■"■ ■ "- - - -.-..- ■ .:■■.'■:■:: ■ -. .

51-. Sometimes local government services'are divided be-Ween"

local authority operating over a certain area anyone'-or more, minor

local authorities each operating over only a part of that area-. If the

,m4npr .authorities :are placed in administrative "iuBordifi'atloirtd-^he-

:ma,jor authoritys. .it will" mean"'that'%ey can 'only" :oOEimunlcate -with -the

-.central government' through' the major-'authority. - Again- local-authorities

.i$ay j.o|.n together to establish a joint "committee to administer a' ■ "

particular, service over the combined area.' Some ■■countries too :kav©

established regional or provincial councils mid-way between^ local

government: as ^a whole and iihe central government.; 'In' such'cases, the

regional or provincial council is an agency" external to and iicting; upon

all local authorities in the area, including major ones'. - ■ '■■'-'-■

Local loans boards %

$2:. . TfeEy. .soori after a local authority has "been ■■estu^Xishe^-"-Tt-"f1;inds that

-,it: cannq.t.^accumulate sufficient capital out: of budget surpluses -to' under-

. take..the capital works necessary for the development of the services

...for which it has .been made responsible. It will then -nee^to ^-bol^ow

money but has no access or is not allowed" any a'cdess to the capital

.market. In these circumstances central: governments 'are- the only source

..of supply and many governments_ have 'already established' a-procedure for

issuing_loans? some have set up" a semi-autonomous board to administer

..it.. The Government usually primes" the loan fund with"'■a subs'tahtial

amount of money and this fund can' be'inbreased-% aggregating-part of

■the various reserve funds of individual'lobai authorities which are not

unier ^immediate -call. The fund is intende'd'to bfe self-suppor-tihg and

the loans are :of course serviced by amounts appropriated in the annual

budgets.of the.borrowing authorities'. ' The'establishment of a-local

. authority loans board is very necessary but "care should betaken in its

organisation,and operation to avoid'the intervention of polities'in the

management: of .the "board.
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Local service commissionss

53. ..In." a number of countries where the staff of local authorities are

organized" on a separate basis'" from the staff of central government,

independent commissions have Veen established to watch over the recruit

ment and conditions of employment' of the local government service. This

subject is considered again in" Chapter VII.

Associations of local authorities;

54. Associations of local authorities can be of great value to local

authorities by ..representing their interests and by providing common

services. ...They are sometimes said to represent employers in local

..government in contrast with'the staff associations which represent the-

employees. This is not'the correct'antithesis, however, because what

they really represent is the policy-making side of local government.

As such, their merit is that they can present to the central government

a broad view of local, government seen from the inside. Moreover, the

government can consult them about the effect of any proposed measures

upon local authorities. This makes it easier for both,sides to avoid

special pleading. If separate associations are formed for different-■

.classes, of local authority, for example, urban, "rural, major or minor,

care must be taken lest they'become unduly competitive among themselves.

It will be better to postpone the establishment of such associations

until a real need~is"felt for them. However, where there is need the

central government' should assist materially until they can support' '

themselves*. The associations should not, of course, duplicate services

provided by., the central government.

Associations of "lo'cal authority staffs- ' ■ ■'-■ ' :'■*•'■- ■;■•■:■■

55.. These are.to^be distinguished ■'from societies to promote the'interests

of ..members, of a particular profess ion, "for example, engineering, medicine

or the law. Local.authorities"employ representatives of several profes

sions and a much larger number of non-professional staff all of whom,
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however., have a common interest in-.yfche fact of .their -being employed "by

local authorities." The main activity .in. .the early years, of a staff

association will be of a trade .union:. nature? .that is5 to. increase the

status of its members and to .improve their-conditions of .service. When

these matters are taken care Of 'by.a local service commission the staff

association will be able to devote its attention to establishing welfare

and educational services for its members-- ■■-.-■.■„■. . ..-.. .. ■ . . , .

Schools.and institutes of administrations

56. Almost every country-has,one or more schools of administration and

usually an-institute as .well- These are.discussed again in Chapter VII.

They are an outcome of the., belief that much of-the-technique of administra

tion can-be taught not only to staff but also to-, councillors.

Political.,-par ties s

57v ■' Local 'authorities are political, bodies. To the. extent that they

are elected it is idle to suppose that they can be insulated from

politics and illogical to. suppose that they should be._ In the pre-

T.nrUt-endence phase in'some. African, countries it .was natural for political

'parties1 born of nationalism to oppose the local government institutions

of the government o.f that period,- After the advent of independence they

were often'slow.to re-orient.themselves to the changed circumstances

which'' required-:theasupport of the parties to build.up .efficient;local .

~government.--'Their ..inexperience, of local government.procedures, sometimes

results in unfortunate interference.with the technical staff of local

authorities. On the other hand, their assistance can be very effective

in ensuring the direct participation of .the people.;"iii.; local, administra

tion and in- mobilising political support of development activities

initiated by the- local, authority., ,Although poli.tjipa^ partisanship can

play a beneficial r.o.l-e .in local government by. ..activating and educating

otherwise apathetic and .backward, communities.^ sometimes, in Africa9

unfortunatelys political partisanship has been destructive of sound
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administration. Political differences which ought more properly to

have "been expressed at the national level have "been brought down t& "■

local level and have 'interfered wit.h. decisions about such practical,

matter.s .as for. -example9 the siting of a school. Political partisan- ..

ship may even make a local authority unworkable. ■ In the single party , ■

States the object ;of the party is to ensure that the local authority .

does not.deviate from the party policy and -to encourage the develop-,

ment of different forms- of participation of..the population in .local :

affairs6 In- such a state a local authority may be free from the

undignified squabbles of- rival partieso ■ On the other hand.,, and especial

ly when the party is indistinguishable from the State-, there is the :

obvious danger that the'local authority from a-political point o.f view

may become no more than a party cell and from, an administrative po,i,nt

of view may become no. more, than an agent; of the central government*. In

one form or another politics has sometimes, penetrated local government

in Africa for purposes other than those which may be beneficial. Where

the situation deteriorates beyond recovery a remedy, may only, be found

in the dissolution of the council and. its temporary replacement in'whole

or in part by some appropriate method.. .
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IV. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Its origin . ■ ■ . ■ . : .,...:■

58. An undeveloped country is : one in .which people are ,to ,a great extent ■■>

at the mercy of their'..environment. They make ■a-pc.o.r vattenrpt to-, control

it and adapt ■ themselves.;as-best .they mayD .This often includes deifying.-

the rain-and the wind and other .natural forces ..as a justification of . • .

men's submission.,to them. ./A developing country, is one. in .which .a atari

has "been made, ,by some to. master the. environment 4 A-developed.countrys

howeverj is not.one,.where nothing remains, to /be dones but one where most

of the people, can recognize a new problem and3 moreover> know what steps .

should ."be taken.; and "by whom, if-at is to "be solved,-, The., .characteristic .

of an undeveloped, country" is. a subsistence ■economys few people, are

affected by development and a. money-eoonomy^-is not. firmly established,. ■

The characteristic of a ;developed country is an exchange :economy which,

affects everyone?; money-.is .all important for. development but cannot "be ':

extended "beyond, its, face, value. The characteristic, of a developing- ;

country is. that ;larg.e- numbers, of people are still free .to. .give personal

service^ if.-they are. willing,.? ■ and- thus to make a- -substantial addition- '

to the face..value .of...jnoney-available for development.. . . ■-■■

59- The majority of the people in many African countries have scarcely

yet moved out of a subsistence economy. To judge the level of development

by measuring the national income per person has little meaning outside

statistical tabless for it takes no account of distribution^ vast numbers

of people have no cash income at all. The problems of development are,

therefore5 social and political as well as economicc Quality is necessary

as well as quantity. Quality is reflected in such things as the possi

bility of general education and professional trainings security of

employment3 medical care., pensions and? more generallys human rights—'.

l/ See Bulletin of Inter-African Labour Institute. CCTA, November 1963•
Article by Professor ¥euman? President of the Belgian National

Investment Society.
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It can "be said that money is no less necessary for,...qualitative

:than it is ffo.r. .quantitative development and that the .social reformers ,must

W;ait. for. their money until large scale physical developments are producing

.a, sufficiest accumulation of resources. This seemed to be an inexorable

.law...but.3 as, often, necessity proved to .be the. KOthar of invention .and the

doctrine of community development was born.

Its nature .-.■.-■■-. .. ;. - ... .-..■-.■ ■ ■ -,: . ■ .■

60. Community development is both a new agency and a new technique of

development,, Yet "probably the most common error, and perhaps ^he most

unfortunate 3 repeated in country after couritry9 has been the false assumption

that the end purpose of community development is material improvements.

Physical improvements are' an inevitable and essential part of community

development. However* these' improvements are not to be regarded as ends

in themselves; but simply as instruments of stimulation'that are used as

part of'a broad process of helping people to establish for themselves.a

participating-,■ ^'problem solving., society in which: the chief: concern is the

dignity andwell-being1 of■ individuals'1-^ v; ■ . ..;■.- .:,...■...■.,■■

61, Community development'in Africa still suffers from those who'look

upon itj as the saying goesj as no more than a poor man's1 public works

department. On the other'hahdj it also suffers from those whoy'disregar

ding realities? have the vision of "a great leap "forward"' of whole""popu

lations,, This has not happened and, if it did/'it could not''be''sustained.

The rational aim of community development is5 as Poston more" moderately

expresses its "a participating, 'problem-solving Society"v' 'Participating

means co-operating with central and local government: in both, the- planning

and execution Of all improvements s and. it- implies that- the- people l^aVe

confidence in their, government at all levels. Problem-solving.- mea.n^. :

taking'"the" initiatdivevito- identify whatever, is wrong ,qr ■lack-ing and.then

doing '■something .about 'it; ..-■.-■. . ■-. "; ■ . ■-...;. ■ ..;; ■;..;■ ^^.^ - -

1/ ' R,l"i ■Tos'ton1, ,-Democracy speaks many tongues.s ,1.96 2-, -page
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Contact with Government , . . ■

62O To do'something one must knoV hot only what to do but how. .to do it.

It has always "been the custom in Africa for people to help one another

in their private activities like clearing the land or ■"building a-house|

"but it is only recently that this community self-help has been extended

to public projects such as the creation of new services and amenities.

This is the point where government must step in because of its. ultimate

responsibility for all public affairs. It must provide equipment and

.technical skill for community projects.which otherwise could not be

.brought to completion. It must arrange to maintain whatever has been

created. It must do. both these things in such a way as to encourage

initiative without committing.itself to greater maintenance costs than it

: can.afford. This is another way^ of saying that the administrative

.aspects of community development must never be left out of account.

63."■ The first point of .contact between community development and

'government should be at.the lowest level where a government.institution

exists. This may be either a local authority or an administrative,

division of the central government. If both exist in the same area3 it

is probably better for the contact to be made with the local authority.

But. here there can be an administrative problem. Local government and

community development are both dealing with the same subjects in the

.same area. Yet they are both, in the early stages of expansion and the

.question is how their further expansion should be regulated. Are they to

.grow in parallels never meeting ? ¥ill they meet and merge ? Will the

one prevail and the other die out ? .

64. Local government and community development have complementary .

functions, but in many respects they have different characteristics. A

local authority is a statutory body with power to .tax and power to make

decisions which have the force of law0 Community development is a

voluntary movement and any sanctions, other than the pressure of community

opinion, would destroy it. Again,-local government operates over a .

fixed area and over all the residents in that areas community development
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may'Vperate" over any part oT""■that area" and a;ny o:f ^W-rWidents

in that "part" may opt outo It might seem, thereforey that ■'the two are

of a different nature and in a sense this is true. ■'■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■ 1;

65, Nevertheless , they depend on: each other..- Although material

improvements may "be not the most important aim of properly conducted

community development, it would be too theoretical to ar^ue that they

can afterwards "be neglected. In the aggregate they amount to a consi

derable capital investment which it would be folly not to maintain.

They must usually," therefore; be taiien over'for':maintenance 'by tile •' "'

local authority." It is also to the"local authority that community ■ : :

development will normally look for^'he:';nelp with materials and-technical■

advice which'must "be available1 when it is required. Thus community ;-'-; ■■

development needs local government. ' " ' ' ■■•-■■-■ ■

66, Local.government also needs community, developmento ¥0thing is more

depressing to an actor than: to perform in an empty theatre= Local

government, likewise needs the support of a participating and co-operative

puplie ifhich.it is not always .able, as yet, to create for itself, partly_

because it has been, imposed from- above, partly because the bundariesof

many local authorities extend beyond the liraits of naturally cohesive ^

communities and sometimes,, it must be_ admitted, because through corruption

and other abuses many have forfeited their chances of ever winning public

confidence.

The way ahead .-...- ....

67:.:--JM'-the- present. st.s%e. then local government and community development

are not the' same thing, but. their ^interdependence is. highly advantageous...

for general development.on the broadest possible front. People who. live,

in communities-have an'obligation to serve their, communities and. .it -is...

the task of community development .not only to arouse-.a sens.e of .this^ ..

obligation, but also to make it effective„ However, as,public works and. ■■

services become more elaborate and more technically ■.■cpmp.licated3, It -ceases

to "be possible for them to be run on the basis of personal service. The

citizen must then commute his service by a cash payment to a public
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organizations usually in the form of a tax paid to the local authority.

At the same time the citizen himself will .have become a specialised

worker and will not "be able to .take time off from his trade or profession

to give personal service. There is no fixed point of time at which this

happens, It is just a normal tendency but little by little the local ,.:

authority must take over public works from community ■developments "This ■

in the long,' run will limit"community development to cultural and social ■

activities. ....... . .

68. If this forecast is true, and although it may seem that at present

both can. "be packed to the limit,;it is important that policy-makers

should prepare for-the time..when community development will vacate the

field of-public works in favour of local government. Community developmentj

therefore, should not be allowed to compete with local government in the

field of public works. It is the best possible means of filling gaps

at present, but as soon as competition sets in the balance must be til-ted

in favour of local government/ It ha's-'been said in paragraphe 60 that, com

munity development is both a technique and an age:ncy:0 "As a technique it

has permanent value s but care must be i;ake"n thai as "an agency it does not

compete with' normal government institutions1-. In particular, the proper

development of local government could be1'delayed if there 'were a too

powerful separate agency of community development existing- side by side

with it. ■ ■•■■'...-■

69. Meanwhile 3 administrative action should be in line with this probable

development. The central government must of course frame ge.ne.xal ...policy.;

it must employ -officers qualified in the ..special techniques of community

development';-and it must be responsible :for training,, .But as far as

possible it should deal with c-ommunity development groups through the

local-authority-,-'especially channelling grants, this way and freeing the

local-authority to the.greatest .possible, extent in ^ts own relations with

the groups, for exampl-ey-.-by allowing.it to operate, a special fund, outside

the controls which are applied to the ordinary budgetary process. .. ; .,
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70. The local authority for its part must;, as has already been said,

have a direct interest in what projects are started^ if it is to ensure

that the equipment, the technical staff and'-the necessary funds for

their completion and-future maintenance are available. "This results in

the peculiar exercise of trying to plan for the unpredictable, It can

indeed, only be done -if, as has-been suggested, the local' authority is '

itself allowed a wider discretion than is normal,-' All the same it

calls for great administrative ingenuity, for community projects can be

killed just as dead by too much help as by too little/ The government

can render a most useful service by sending officials of^the central'

government to &ive advice. The grouping together.within a single ins

titution of the government's different...responsibilities towards local

authorities and towards community development is ..well-.worth considering,,

71o This chapter assumes that the broad purpose -of central government,

of local government and of community: development, is, the samei. namely^. .to:,

develop the country socially and culturally (i..e. qualitatively.) as well

as economically (i.e0 quantitatively)„
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VD PLAMOTG

Introductory _

7£. Planning.is essential for national and local development. Almost'

all African governments have national plans and national planning

agencies. The.central government must take the lead in planning but

must develop methods for involving-local communities'in the planning ■

process. Moreover, local planning tfor economic and social development;

especially in rapidly growing ■■urban areas, should be hastened as

rapidly as possible. ' ■ .'■ . /'-...-.

National plans are, of course, more than the sum total of .local

community plans, for they must also include overall development measures.

There may be some -conflict between national and local priorities in

planning and these must be resolved.' In some'countries, these difficulties
are resolved at regional level. :- -: : ' ■■"

The annual.revenue budget of local authorities '

73. Every local authority is a planning authority, in the sens.e that-it .

is tied either by law or by practice to an annual revenue budget. The

planning period, however, is longer than one year for it includes the

period during the previous year when the policy decisions are taken and

estimates prepared and the period during the succeeding year when there

is stocktaking, evaluation and audit of accounts. .One planning period

may overlap the next, but whatever the time span, the revenue budget is

effective over one year only and the figures must be precise because the

budget is the .means for fixing the amount of the local tax.

74. In some African countries capital expenditure is deluded in the

revenue budget. The effect of this is that new works which may have a

life of several years are nevertheless paid for by the taxpayers of one

year. Cases have been observed where more than half the revenue has

been allocated to new capital works with the result that there is not

enough left to maintain existing services properly and the further, result

that .no provision is made to cover the future costs of maintaining the

new works. This practice is not only unfairs it is also inefficient in
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the"long' run. Various rules"1 have ^en introduced as .a-corrective,,, e.g.

'"a'ceiling may be set'to' the' proportion of the"-revenue budget which may

be devoted to capital expenditure f: or'the rule may be that .no. .single

'"■ item "of capital expenditure may cost more-than, a." fixed sum., ; ■ .

■ .The annual capital "budget

■75. By now? howeverr.most local authorities are financing capital,

expenditure by borrowing and are preparing an annual capital budget sepa

rate from the revenue budget. ■ It is only the reflection of the.capital

■budget which appears in the revenue budget in the form of service.charges

: for the., loans. Although the-: figures must again be precise because it is

■• an annual budget,, the capital budget does not carry ,the same general

authority as the revenue budget to incur expenditures each item must

...usually be the subject of a separate ad hoc vote.

. The'development, budget . ; . . .. ■ . - ■ ■ :

" 76." As development gathers momentum and-1 speedy, the. need is felt-for a

' scheme'of capital expenditure planned over a period of several years

instead of just one year. It -is the role of local authorities .in this

long-term planning that is the'-subject of 'this ."chapter.:- ■

77. .Although a long-term plan can be no more'than a statement of inten

tions and the estimates cannot be as precise as they must be in the annual

budget, it must be as realistic as possible or it is no plan. It-cannot

be prepared as a theoretical exercise' because this would be to leave out

, of account two concrete and very human factors. The first is that

development must eventually be paid'"for'by increased taxes 'drawn somehow

from the people and free people will only continue to pay increased taxes

for something :they believe in or "at least accept. The second is that the

general direction of development is"determined by political" blinking and

this can fluctuate from time to time. Considerable importance is attached

to the continuity of the national plan. Wide consultation and recognition

of the need for projects is therefore necessary so that at least the main

elements of the plan will weather changes of government.
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78. Various views were expressed on-the question whether planning

should start'"from below", or "from-the-top down". Ideally, initiative

in-planning should."be taken simultaneously at national and local levels-

The plans of. central government should provide useful guides in local

planning. Similarly, national and regional plans should take account

of local interests and needs. It was generally agreed" that in countries

in the early stages of development planning must inevitably start at

the top because? owing"to lack of Qualified staff, there may be

difficulty in getting much planning from below„ Local authorities should,

in any case3 be informed about national plans and consulted on those

aspects affecting them. The government should train local leaders and

staff in planning techniques and encourage the development.of■community

plans„

79. There was no agreement"on the optimum period for planning-, terras

of three to eight years were mentioned,, The shorter^term, of,..three years

v&s suggested as suitable for planning at the provincial or regional level

where' it was necessary to- show the people precisely the local projects

contemplated for .their areas .in the longer term plan £.9 that their

maximum co-operation could be- enlisted, Some Governments have considered

it desirable to introduce short as well as long-term plans to enable

immediate results to be obtained and seen by the people. Where national

plans have not been finalised, it is still necessary to have local plans

to cope with pressing problems. For example, in urban areas, planning

■is required to resolve the problems arising from population growth and

to. provide the necessary facilities for new industryo In rural areas,

there is need.for the local authorities , either on their own initiative

or as. agents of the central government, to make available to farmers the

services without which agricultural development will be handicapped.
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Method of preparation ■ "- ■' '■ ■'■ ■" ■"■"" . ■■ ..'■■■-■■

80o It must "be emphasized that local authorities are decentralised organs -

of governments it follows that their role'as long-term planning authorities-

is limited to the extent of their powers to choose between alternatives "

and to..make their choice effective. Within this' limit the start of a

plan ought to be a survey of what exists', but unfortunately most loc'al ■

authorities have no means of finding" out. The first central" or external'

service they require is persons skilled in social; research methods and'

competent to produce the required statistics.' It will, however,1--"be a

long time before the "statistical base can be completed] Meanwhile there

is no tiling available except intelligent gue#§-work for which the local

knowledge of the authority will'be helpful", provided that allowance is

made for a fairly wide margin of error. The best survey possible in the

circumstances having been made, the next stage is to set down what the

local authority would like to see done by the" end -of-the period .of .the'-..: ..:

plan/ The"plan must then be adjusted'to what the available resources,

existing^or improved, can be expected to produce. .Lastly, the plan is

phased for execution of part of it in each year of the plan. As each,

succeeding year approaches, greater precision is given to the. estimates

for that year until they become precise enough to be included in the

annual capital and revenue budgets.

81, The available resources are professional staff of"varying categories

of skill?. unskilled workers, equipment of varying degrees of sophistication

and:money in the fo;vm .of grants, loans and taxes. To make the plan >"■

feasible these resources must be improved both by action taken internally

by.;the local authority and by recourse to aid from' outside sources, usually

.the central .government. These methods are considered in turn,

82. 'The measures, which a* local authority may take, to acquire., a staff of

skilled officers:are discussed in. Chapter VII. Unskilled labour is available

in two ways in addition to the normal, one..of engaging individuals, for a ,

wage. In most countries rural local authorities may in certain circumstance^

and subject to proper, safeguards, call on communal. labo.ur for. specific —"
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communal projects. This addition to the normal supply of voluntary

workers is, however, less and less-called for except in dire "emergencies,

partly because the method of community development is so much more at

tractive from every angle and so much more effective because it is drawn ■

out of the people spontaneously instead of imposed upon themD However,

having regard to its educational importance, the use of youth organis

ations for voluntary work in projects of local or of a wider character •

should "be studied0 Nevertheless, as was pointed out in Chapter IV, the

inclsuion in a long-term plan of community development or other voluntary

projects whose essenoe is non-planning is no easy task.

The improvement of the methods of local taxation is also something

that can be done by internal action of the local authority,. This is ,

discussed in greater detail in Chapter VI. ■.

Reconciliation.with central plan

83. <^uite apart from any improvements which it can make internally, a

local authority is compelled, to look outsi.de itself, to the central

government, for help wi.th technical advice and capital funds. The

question.is one.not simply of development but of extra rapid develop

ment, and no amount.of.capital - can "be generated internally sufficient to

bring this about„ For this reason, if for no other, all local authorities

ultimately depend on the_,.cen1;ral government but there is another reason

which is specially important in the context of planning, namely that the

.government now usually has a plan of its own. The confrontation o-f central

and local.government in the field of"planning is a comparatively recent

■ phenomenon, either because the earlier local authorities were not con- ■

cerned with rapid development or because the central government itself had

not framed any national plan for development into which' local plans had to

be'fitted. "Administration of old local self-governing institutions was

not beset with thi complications of development work, and a confrontation

with political representatives enjoying superior powers"-/ Moreover, :.

1/ K.' Sheshadris Administration of Panchayat" Raj. Planning in India,
Journal of Local Administration Overseas, January5 1964.
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there1- is a special- 'difficulty where -the government is not■ ■"framing^ its : ■■■. :. .

own plan within tiresame structure as the one in which the local author -.: -.

rities have prepared their plans-, "but may "be using the' plan as a ■■ffleans v

to alter the. structure :of society and of government .administration. ...

84/ '"-Such a possibility -as the one last "mentioned may indeed cause,. .. -■ T-

planning difficulties' of;-"a sort ■whibh-'are outside the scope of this . ■ -■■. : '

chapter0 Here-the point to .be made9 but not- laboured, ■Is that the '-■■ -

government plan will "be ail the" better for incorporating -the -;wi'she8' :&£-■; .'.'•...

its different communities. These '-wishes are set out -ifl'j the'1 plans, put-1.'*, v .-..■.

up-;by the"-various local authorities ,-■ which themselves -have1 i-MCOrpdrated ■-."'■

as far'as1'possible' the wishes of different groups given expression'by ">".;■•■

the community development movement." At 'the same time the government's

plans for subjects which lie outside the scope of local governments such

as harbours and }r/&roelect~rTc sschemesy"will be all the' better if "the ■ -■ ■■

local authorities, who will later have to provide the supporting services,

are brought early 'intd-consultation, -The best national plan is likely

to emer&e;]from such mutual consultation followed by adjustments of both

central and'local proposals0 ' From■the central point-of view9 the willing^

co-operation of the people will be assured; from the local point of view ■'.

there will'have emerged at least an outline of the financial aid'-1 which

will W forthcoming from the;government, -Much disappointment can' be- ( '. '■"■'

avoided if the government! at an early sta^e can £.ive local^-authorities'--"^ ■-■

a-list of priorities which they must observe when preparing their own ' -■

plans".1 ■ ■ ' ■ ■.'-..■ -.,.:■. ... . .■ :■ ■.....-. ..l

Practical difficulties , . . ■ ;- ■ - . : -: .,...,.,._. ■... - ...

85 •'■■" Stated-1 ihtLs it "aiT-: seems too obvious 'and easy ;■■■'■In p-ractic-e^- there "■■ ■

are difficulties o- --First, local: autiidrities^ compete : with: one another-for ■ ■

the"largest; share of an all ;tooi:'siiia:ll' amount of moneys This does^ not^ r-

usually cause a crisis in a""c6un%ry which is horao^eneous ■•■"enough- to be'--

conscious that it is also a nation^ for local authorities will in the end

generally acquiesce in the eovernment's decision between..conflicti.ng. ..

claims. In countries, however, where some local authorities may represent
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unassimilated minorities the position is much more difficult* political

hostility between the central government and such local authorities may

destroy any possibility of fruitful consultation about the plan.

86. The-second-difficulty is more concretes' it is caused "by the

inadequacy of the administrative machinery0 . "Democracy at the top cannot

"be supported "by undirected chaos at the bottom in the name of decentralis- ..

ation"—'. A local authority, cannot, be a planning authority unless it; can

administer what.already exists with order and efficiencyo; Services

provided by .the central .government such as the secondment of central

government staff to advise on planning and the training- of local authority

staff for .planning work can help to improve the administrative machinery

but cannot by themselves make it efficient.

Resume of the role.of local authorities in planning

87< It is possible now to sum up the part.that local authorities can .

play in formulating the national plan. They must first of all concentrate

on improving their-own administrative.organization, particularly by

attention to proper staffing and to an equitable method of local taxation.

At the same time the councils of the local authorities must apply the

doctrine of community development to themselves and must strive to become

ever more representative until,.they can be truly described as community

councilso Each local authority must be capable of preparing a long-term

capital budget and reasonable enough to discuss, it .with other neighbouring

local authorities and to adjust it? if necessary, in order to achieve some

regional co-ordination., Only from this starting point will representatives

be able to go forward to consultation with the representatives of the - .-...

central.government sufficiently confident and well briefed to support their

proposals without seeming parochial, Only from this starting point again -

will local authorities be capable of appreciating what new local supporting-

services the government's own proposals will require.

l/ Ko Sheshadri - op0 cit.
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88. If the national plan has "been built .up in this way the execution of

it is likely to present less administrative -&:i-:fficuity-than-if- it- &a;s;--.

merely "been imposed "by the government . The local authority will-be..-. :

responsible for what is included in its own capital budget and additionally

it can execute other works; as -agent of the government., The more .it^ actually

■'does either1 in its. own right or-as' agent of the Government., the more..,£he

people as- a whole will be drawn into■.■ the process .of development.

89;. Successful participation by the people in simple development projects

will encourage them to participate" in more complicated'projects later.

The only other means of rapid development is coercion. Local government

is strategically will placed to promotV the one and prevent the other?

but it is not yet a so obviously successful means of local administration

that it will necessarily be preserved everywhere for its inherent "merit.

It could easily be dislodged in favour of coercion if it were' seen to

make no effective contribution either to the formulation or execution of

the development plano

90. Local government in Africa is likely to acquire real significance .

for the people only when it is. the means whereby they are allowed to

.exercise sufficient responsibility in the_s.ocial and .economic fields.

This implies that they must also, have the will. The. necessary human

ingredients of development are vision at the higher levels of government

and hope among the people. Vision is expressed not in vague exhortations

to. .people to better themselves but in a concrete plano Hope is created

only when the. .various communities recognize that the plan contains at

.least some, of their own projects^ it is expressed in the will tq achieve

them-s it is sustained by. continuity and a sense of directions and this

can .only, .be ; supplied by a permanent institution., in shorty, some sort of

local authority. For all its merits community development is not by

itself sufficient 3 for by definition its task is not to look too far

ahead but to strike when the iron is hot... ....
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VI. FINANCE

Financial decentralization . . ,. _;- ,. :. ,.

91. ■ The decentralization of administration generallys but not necessarily*,

■implies the decentralization of.finance. . It is..possible for; administrative

devolution to be 'accompanied., by only delegation of finance.,, as-.-where a

local. authority .kas-: the. full power to establish?;■ s,ay ?. a .secondary .road

system, but. has'no money, to.'Spend on it .other than■ an arbitrary allocation

from ;the-central government. The process may be taken a .stage further

as wiiere a local authority also collects (and retains) a centrally r

imposed tax. This is.s however^ still delegation and complete financial

devolution is not achieved until the local authority is given the power

to levy its own tax? an essential prerequisite to the full participation

by the people in their own development 0 It is w.hen the local authority

has the power to make an operative choice between0.greater revenue and

smaller .expenditure that it is a completely decentralized organ of

administration Nevertheless this ideal financial position may not

be reached for some time and the full engagement of local authorities

in development activities should not be made to waif'upon it'o In the-

meantime'any temporary financial arrangements may1 be'made which will"1

ensure that local authorities are"given as much responsibility for"the

execution of development works as they are otherwise 'competent- to 'assume,

Equalization . ■■,.■.■:■:■..■ '. ■ ■ ■ . . ..."■■■:.

92o' 2fot ve^j long ago the modern services such as health 3 education9

roadsj for which it is now sought to make local authorities responsible?

were the responsibility of central governments but they were not evenly

distributed; To pay for them a government drew on all the more obvious

sources of tax throughout the country but could only spend its 'revenue

in'areas ifhere servi6es were' needed and co'uld-be usedo 'For examples a

remote pastoral people paying animal iax might produce' a -substantial :

amount of money in excess of'the1 cdsf of the few service's heeded or which

could be used locally, Pew areas were in balance,, Later the demand for

modern services became widespread and on its way up to the government met
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the doctrine of the welfare state which was Toeing handed down. The

institutional system of local government and the movement of community

development were twin children horn to this conjunction. Community,

development was discussed in chapter IV and here the paper is concerned

with local government on its financial sidee

93. The people-everywhere now demand services and the government would

like.to satisfy the demand. But it cannot unscramble its earlier

commitments so as, for example? to take away services from an area which

has long enjoyed them in order to se.t them up again in a different place.

Kor can it say tl,at henceforth each area can enjoy the exclusive use of

its own revenue "because since some areas are richer in natural resources

than others through no merit or fault of the inhabitants ,-■■ the resultant .

spread of services would be no more even thanitis -now. Adjustment is

therefore being'sought through the principle of ■■equalization, "by which

the government puts each local authority on a financial base no lower than

the average base for the whole country„ This is logically the first

central service to local authorities, although It is not necessarily.the

first in time because of other overriding considerations♦ It may for

example, be impossible to find an acceptable-formula. Various formulae

for equalization being tried are crude ones in the absence of statistical

date required for more equitable and effective ones-. -.Matching-grants,

for instance,' often produce the opposite results, to ^those desired because

only the richer communities can take full"advantage of them- Or, equaliz

ation may be deliberately postponed because, in the interests- of national

developments it may be more advisable to ullocate some- grants on the basis

of the economic potentiality of areas. Ideally thei-e should be an .equalising

capital grant as well so1'that the starting point-for further development

may be the same in all'areas. ...-.- . . ■ ... ■_ ■
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The local tax ■' ■■ ' : ■ ■ ' - r: :..---■. •■ ' ■ ■ . \ -. ■

94, The"next service is to provide "the' local authority with its own-

sources of revenue which it cah"tap'WVfereaW or less extent according

to its own decisions. Governments' are 'reluctant, however,- to hand, over

their own sources of revenue, partly perhaps because they do not yet. v

ciuite trust local authorities,, but also because.,, as has already been

explained, the yield'from them is- already ..earmarked.. let new-sources ■■

for a local tax are not easy -to .find.- Those, currently in use may he.

classified under three^heads,, property taxes.,- personal taxes and taxes

on economic activity, ' ■■■ ■' - ■■;■■'■ '■■'...■.

95. The essence of a local tax can"""be foundry working backwards from -

the budget meeting of the local authority. After all items of revenue,

other than taxs have been'taken into account/ there is'still a gap-if-all

the proposed expenditure is to be met.' -Ideally'the local tax should'be

of a sort that, upon a resolution bf the authority, xt" *ill spring into,

operation-and thereafter will produce" at" the right- time the amount' ;

needed to close the gap, neither much more"'nor much less. The help of

the' central government is needed to' discover the forms 'of local tax (or

taxes, for it is advantageous "to have more than one) which in the

circumstances approximate most closely to this ideal, ttor is this a

matter for financial experts only but for administrators also, since fair

assesment and humane collection are as much parts 'of the tax as its amount,

: The base of a local tax should be specified in"the law, so that everyone

' may know. A local authority should not be free Ho introduce new forms

of taxation'without approval of the legislature, its freedom lies inking

.able to vary'the amount leviable on a known i>ase. In addition to taxes

locally imposed and collected the French-speaking countries have-found it

useful to allow local authorities to impose-a surcharge, within certain

prescribed limits, on national taxes, such as those on income and property

the proceeds of which the central government collects and p~ys to the

local authorities.
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Other, reverse _._ ...■.',...,. . . : . v.;: . . ,.;.-: .■...; .■:.- -m.---*

96. Other:sources of local revenue ;ai?e licences 3 fees ? eBgo school '

fees? and charges-for services which-can "be measured? :-eig. $,'electricity'3'"'' ■'■

water. The role of-the government in :respe:ct- of "these"''is -to'deCide'hoW' ■"

much ..they . can be. used to .relieve the local ;tax, --jLacal autho.rities;..;4-n J;\;

many countries .would...like,to derive, mo.st of their revenue from sources;:-,

such as .tl-ese •because., it. relieves them from-the odium o-.f .-.having;.to. ..;..-,.; . •:■-

increase the local .tax, , To achieve_ .this ? they often impose a.fee-or .. . s..

charge in exces.s ;of. .the cost, of the particular .service provided-:; .-The., -j-- ^5

surplus is. added to .general revenue to ..defray, other expenses of. a-general-.

nature,. This has the .effect,, of forcing certain .persons ? e.Bgo:s the users.,

of waters to subsidize the cost of general services enjoyed "by the whole

community and5 unless watched, it is a prak2ii.ee. :wh'i-Gh;..-.may very eoo:ii- ge% '■■-

out of .hand0 . . ... ; ■ . . ■",■,.■.;.

97« Much the same applies to trading activi;tieso Different views were

expressed on' the extent to which' local authorities should engage in

productive or Commercial-type' activities„ Some felt-that they should ^e

free to undertake'enterpris-es that will produce revenue or promd^W' tlie '

development of their arwas0 Thas is-the practice-ih; the French-speaking'

couhtrieso Others considered that local authorities'should confine' their

activities to public utility services. ■ Opinion was also divided whether

profits and losses should "be a"be6r!b~ed'in the revenue--account or dealt

with on a commercial "basiss there- are1 attractive arguments'on "both' sides 0'

Allr liow.ever-3 agreed that local'au^thbrities should not' conipete with private"

enterprise in commercial- type ac:tivitie-s. ■'-"' ■ ■■' ■ - "

Central grants. - revenue, . ■ .... _ . ..■■.-. .,; -" . ■ ■■:■■..-. v

98. Over and above- any- equalizing grant and'the revenue drawn from their M
... ... P

own -sources .and-interest on their- investments ? local ■authorities'With rare:'' ^

I
exceptions need -further substantial grants from the government, itfor are ■ %

■

governments in:.general averse, from the principle of paying'grants3 however '

much they may haggle - over: the amountso :The'grants reflect the national

interest in what local-authorities are doin^'j especially'in the fields of":-
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education, health and communications. Moreover, "because they-are-drawn■"■■■

from the pockets of the general taxpayers of the.whole country, they,

give governments3 acting on "behalf of the public, a powerful means, of -.

exercising control over the way in which they.are spent.

99* Grants are.-a most substantial service to local authorities, "but it ■ "

is important that they should'not "be regarded as charity. They should

be given and received as of Tight $ 'they should "be calculated "by reference

to an objective formula which should remain unchanged over a period of

at least three years, for,' if ■a local authority when preparing'its

annual estimates cannot calculate'the amount of the grant, it Cannot

know how much it will have to raise from its local'tax.

Central grants and loans. - capital . <■■■;,

100. Outside the revenue "budget there is, as has "been explained? the

capital "budget which is the reflection of the development plan. Some

local authorities used to devote, a large part of their revenue "budgets

to capital works, Others3 though framing a separate, capital, "budget, •

tried to feed it from surpluses deliberately achieved in the revenue

budget. Heither of these arrangements is sufficient and. in most countries

now local authorities receive both,grants and loans to finance development

It is not normally possible to work out a formula for capital grants such

as is necessary for determining revenue,, grants, but forecasting the

amounts is more feasible if local programmes have previously been fitted

into the national development plan. . If there is an agreed plan,■it does-

not matter in theory whether local authorities receive their capital funds,

from the Mnistry of Local Government or from the Ministry responsible

for the work in question, but many governments, in the...interests of-1--

co-ordination, have gone a stage further and set up semi-independent

credit banks of loans boards. Such institutions have several advantages

over any organization which may be set up within the ministries. They

can add to any funds received direct from the-government by themselves

borrowing in the market, and by acting as repositories for the reserve

funds of local authorities. Moreover, by concentrating on. this one aspect
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for particular, local projects and,from experience of many aspects of

loan'finance ■arrive at .the most, satisfactory rules ,of procedure. A.

siniilar.^-O-rvic.e.>might "be, provided.. :b^ an. Association of Local Authorities

tut there would have tcr^e a .sufficient-degree-, of voluntary co-operation

and the/assurance, of-cdntinuity to balance the statutory powers available

to gove-rnment^sponsored credit "banks.. ■■ - :■■

Supervision.... .. .... ...... .;. .

101\ The centxal.-governments apart.from its responsibility to. provide

■local autho.raties :with.:the means., of obtaining recurrent revenue and

capital funds commensurate with their functions, is also ultimately

accountable for everything that happens to public money o It has... to..;

resist the temptation .to impose, rules that.:.are. so rigid .and detailed

that they stifle,Tlocal-.initiative?..yet...it .cannot afford, not to guard

against inefficiency--and corruption. . The balance ."between stimulation

and control-is ..delicately poised;.and ■■&. useful general principle is

that it should be- capable of.,being shifted to match the performance of

individual local authorities^.;.strict ..control over an inefficient authority

being gradually relaxed as^ijfc becomes more competent, The -most important

. points of contact between central.and local government are discussed in

.:..-the'; following,paragraphs.' .-.-,; .-■ ■ ■■-,?■■,■.■-:„.-,.. ■■■■.,■■ .

.Form of estimates and accounts

. 102= The. beginning of the -cycle., of operations is the preparation, of the

* estimates 'and the end of-th.e;cycle is the .external audit.. .It is, clear

--therefore .that the estimates-, should be prepared and the accounts, kept in

.■■ a form .which will most -facilitate the.audit. There is . absolutely no

~ virtue- --in: allowing diversity in such .Straightforward routine matterss a

, local- authority, .does .not prove its. independence to anyone by adopting a

peculiar form ..of .estimating or .accounting, . A .most useful service there

fore ii-s -"for .the. .Ministry of Local Government..in conjunction with the

Ministry: of .Finance to prescribevuniform procedures for the.estimates and
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the accounts „ ': These procedures should not "be merely copies of the ..

government1 s-.own procedures', because the needs: of-local, authorities

are somewhat different,," What they .require for'..the .estimates is.a.,

proforma which will set out ■th'e:. expenditure and revenue attributable.

to1 each'department of. the local, authority., This will show the^ true .

costs of "■each" service,, The prescribed.form-of accounts-should be

related to the form of the estimates „ This •■will- not only facilitate

audits about which more will be said laters but will also make it

possible for the local authority at the end of the year to -evaluate the

'performance-of each service. "Performance"..budgeting is a test of the

efficiency" of -a1 service and a valuable guide to. the development of it.

Audit ; - ..... . : - - ,. .

103*'"■-Audit" is---of -two" kind@"s internal .and external,, ^formally the

finance officers of- a local Authority should .be. responsible for a ■

"continuous internal ch&G-kj but where "there are- not enough officers

qualified'" to-'-do ^-thi-s, the'-service may be undertaken by central

"Officials-,; ■■ The "external-audit is- something different % it is an

indepeiade-nt examination of : the authority's accounts carried out on

"behalf of the public,, Sometimes-it is done, by -the: government auditor.,

Sometimes "by^private-auditors employed for the purpose by the government?

sometimes "by finance inspectors on the staff of the Ministry of Local

Government, Whatever the practice, it is necessary that the auditor

should be independents it is his business to disciose -the facts „-■■ In the

French-speaking ■'■countries the finances of local authorities are subject

to the general regulations governing public accounting,, The supervisory

authority ensures- that'these.regulations are. complied with. Provisions

regarding the distinctive functions1--of finance officers and accountants,

regarding financial supervision are the work of finance inspectors,. and

the "simultaneous" preparation of an administrative, account and a-management

account for eaoh budget and applied and the examination of the. accounts

is undertaken "by a special court. If this" independent court finds, un

lawful transactions relating to: revenue' or expenditure it can .impose
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sancions such as the surcharge of the Treasury officers responsible. .,

In the Shglisli-speaking countries the following system applies-to: an-. ■; ■.

extent dependent on local conditions, Fhere the auditor and the chief

financial officer of the local authority are both professionally :

■ qualified, j 'the auditor may, in some countries3 "be given the duty-auto

matically to ■disallow'any. unlawful or unreasonable expenditure and to

impose a surcharge on those responsible, whether councillors ,or ■staff-,.. .

This may include the' duty to surcharge anyone, responsible for not. ;■■.-■-.

bringing revenue to account. iChen5 however, the of.fipers concerned ..are;

not prbfeWionaiy qualified..and in consequence an automatic .surcharge ,,,

might operate harshly .or even wrongly, the .auditor1 s duty can ..be limited.

to making a recommendation for surcharge leaving to the government the ■,,

decision whether to impose or waive it. Supervision and auditing of ac

counts must be carried out but the auditor or inspector in the course.. ...:-■■

of his investigations must not forget that ihe has also to play the role

of educator and trainer. ' ? ■

Purchasing and other contracts- ■ ■

104. Other services of a .more specific' nature .may now be mentioned

briefly. .£ frequent cause of the downfall, of local authorities in

Africa is corruption in connection with contracts.. Many governments in

consequence have prescribed rules for calling for tenders and the

awarding- of contracts.. Some 'have even established tender boards with

a legal-status separate from that of the'local authority. A.related

service is the central purchase of stores needed by local authorities. .■

In theory3 this should lead'to economies but in practice it must be

flexibly administered or it can lead to'.absurdities... A central,

purchasing unit is" probably of greatest practical value ,in .respect of. ■

stores which have to'be imported, but;it 'can also.provide.valuable

ancillary services;such as preparing specifications for items^.in common

use and testing the'goods supplied."" Igain it can prepare ;model .tender ■

and contract foxms- a^d'on occasion actually make, contracts as .agent fox.-

a local authority. So that local authorities may make use'of central
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purchasing services provided by the central government (or association

of local authorities), there .must "be integration of purchasing within : '

the local authorities themselves,, The central purchasing service should" ■

assist .local authorities in integrating their purchasing arrangements,'■

in establishing a uniform system of stores control and in standardising'

items to facilitate "bulk purchase. -Local authorities should be allowed

to purchase under central government contracts, if they wish, provided"

of course that they do not abuse this.privilege. Except perhaps with

■respect to purchases involving foreign exchange, local authorities should'

be given as much freedom as.practicable to take advantage of the most

favourable terms that may be .offered to them.- from any source- Where ' ■

the suppliers are local,-these purchases can contribute to the economic

development of the locality. ...... ■-- ' ' ■ '

Valuation

105. Another type fo service relates to the local tax. Any local tax

rests upon an assessment which may be as simple as the counting of

heads or as complicated as the valuation of a person's wealth. If the

local authority makes the valuation it can raise 'the-same amount of'"'"" ■ ""

revenue by a low levy on a liigh assessment. as by a high levy on a low ' ;:"':

assessment. There would be no harm in this if each local authority :

were a self-contained unit. So far from being self-contained they are

all related both regionally to other local authorities and nationally

to the governments while they, are all working within the framework of '•

the national development plan,, In such circumstances it has become

imperative for methods .of valuation to "be uniform throughout the country,,

Some governments in consequence are now making'assessment or valuation

a central service with the result .that local, authorities no longer-have

two variables to manipulate but.only one, the scale of the tax. Only

with such an objective-, system can vdid comparisons, be made between richer

and poorer areas for the purposes of equalizations and between responsible

and negligent local authorities for the purpose, of deciding whether' central

controls may be relaxed, or .must be strengthened. " - '■' ■ "'
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Other services . . , .

106r" The'gathering 'of.this information for the^purpose^of^,-^^taJio.n , .,;

can and should lead to the development of a central statistical service

for the local authorities. Related' fo this is the service which can be ;..

provided for local authorities'by-a central mechanical data processing-

unit either in performing data processing work for local authorities

or in'advising them on the acquisition and use. of such equipment. The W

is 'preparing a guide on this, subject for governments, including- a section

on mechanical data processing services for local, authorities. However,

in developing countries the use of such:, equipment should be approached

with caution because of.the problems of maintenance. Assistance in

organization and methods and in the training, of local staff for'this

type- of .work is. :another important central service for local authorities,,

107. ' Lastly^"'there is a service of special value where-local authorities

find 'themselves responsible for. budgets running into hundreds'.of thousands

of pounds "iut have -no qualified-financial officers of thei^ own. - The ■ ..

Ministry"can" supply "this want"by itself employing qualified officers and

lending them to" serve a local authority or group.of local authorities. -

While "on loan they.serve the local authority, from inside .and abandon

their role of external inspectors from the 1-inistry. . . ...
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VII. PERSOMEL AED

The .councillor staff relationships, classical and, modern ideas compared

108,'" Pew people would deny that "impartiality is- an essential

characteristic of-a'good public' official"1. Commonly-impartiality has . -

been taken to imply the dissociation of an official from active party■■

politics in a multi-party state in order that; whatever his own poll- ..-.

tical preference? he can loyally serve the government of.the/day. It ■

does not refer to impartiality in his-relations-with members of the.

public nor to his incorruptibility;- both these are taken .for granted. .

However, the maintenance' of political impartiality depends not so .much

on rules as upon a number of other intangible factors .all conducive to.

this end/ The party which is in opposition hopes in its turn to enjoy

the services of the same officials as :are--presently serving the party. in

.power3 so it will not put-any pressure on them and will never attack

.them in public. Further? since no party in a multi-party state can lay

claim to being the permanent government, all parties are bound to act

upon the convention that there exists outside or above politics a "govern

ment of -the country" which is to be carries on in all circumstances short

of revolution. All the political parties can hope to do is to determine ■

the general direction of government administration at any time. The. idea

of service to the "government of the country"s although it may only be a

concepts helps to make impartiality something of an ideal for officials,

even if it is only a working convention for political parties. It is no

doubt this element of idealism which accounts for the ready public con

demnation of anyone who attempts to erode the principle of impartiality by?

for instances attacking an official by name.

109. The knowledge that impartiality was both expected of officials and

accepted by all political parties was a powerful influence in establishing

the traditions of most public services and in setting a pattern of the

working relationship between officials and their political masters,

Working backward it ultimately determined the way in which officials were

trained. This traditional system was nominally reproduced in colonial
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'territories, and.: accepted"'there without question for/iall^acentury and

ik'' it,, was ' not'questioned since colonial "governments-" wpre irremovable

''and'the,-.oc.basipn never"arosev It(haB,._ however, "become a,;'very live '__

ti'now because successor governments expect not only' loyal^service

v their"officials' but also often their political' identification-'With

government party. ' If' if"' is;;protes%d that the -latter' i&'o-o-tf^ary1

to" the tradition of impartiality, at'' is:- replied-:tit&t, ■no'twitfetandriig ■

'traditionV" thelobserved practice"' of'colonial officials'%as- td'-i^ntify

themselves completely with their government. ' " :i:,""" ■""'"" •'"■' <"■ ■■■■

110;,.. Tfee: triit.h is th^t .the...classical, ^doctrine of political impartiality

lp.ee much of/its. yeaning as opposition parties, fade away or

untilfiji,..t]ie, jextreme s,ltuation when there is a. jingle party

s t;lie; .government s it is. no_ longer an adequate regulator of

the.".relationship., . . ._.,.,-- t .

I'll-i-'- 'Another ,brea"ch::in "the tradition .has. been made, b^:.. the 'en^ry of

p6-litical figures' into the.; executive arenao .. -Inseveral countries ..;-,

' personUlitie^uhave. .been-appointed; by the csovernment from among

^- persons to exer-ei^e-.e^i^utive ..powers, .as regional or:area com-

HiJssio.n«rs;.an p^s%,-formerly.. reserved for. .officials. At local- gayernment

^CTtel*alAtoji»^-ya^<ial[^^Qi^ore..,lmye>i'b6eji granted or have as:sume4-

executive power themselves o Olhis practice yfctas disrupted 4he :: traditional

■relationship^between::ele;c'ted' .co.uncilio-r.s anti /paid'.officials ■■■on/.%hieftN:

iriuch-'of the .-philosophy,, of ;.;lci6al' goverrim&nt usgd .:to^"be base;do.. .:I-t"--wil-l

tiLe'refore' :bectinr.eali:stic for„'those; whose,bu"sinfess;; it.is to' establish:■'■-

public ::.se-rvtces j.Whetherr.oehtral 'or lo"cal"?-.-an(i''"tb -train ,pe;ipsons-f-or\them?

to build upon an obsolescent convention'and it1'is not too early■yt:o::"' consider

what ..might be; the pattern of a satisfactory relationship in th^ '1-ight

ofi present .realities., .'"^ ,....-. ' " ' >. ;.?■ '■;il'-;-"-' '•''..■

■112* On-the positive s.ia.e.politicans can ..provide energy.; and drive and3

b^;-:reason of their own direct access to their :leaders af. headquarters,

produce results more quickly than paid officials who have to; work upwards

through the slower official hierarchy. But ^this is more than balance^
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on the''negative side "by two'possibilities, even-probabilities,'first

that the rule of law will be evaded whenever the ends.seem tb justify

the'means: and second thsit^the self-respect of the officials will slowly

be eroded if'executive 'and administrative decisions are made over^their

heads by or through' the influence of persons who are not'their official

superiors. ' ' ■ .....

113. In these circumstances it is suggested that professionalism may

be a more suitable idea than impartiality around which to build up

public services in Africa. Professionalism implies specialized knowledge

andJ competence which 'in time? when sufficiently widespread and sufficiently

varied, should help1 to"" achieve a better balance between the official and

the political elements in any system of government- which is not tyrannical

or dogmatic. But professionalism alone will-"not meet the problem in:

several of the English-speaking countries where the councillor side of

the relationship often makes excessive demands .and any official expres

sing a contrary political feeling runs the danger of being suspected of

disloyalty or sabotage,, ■ Young persons aspiring to become public, .officials

are likely to be increasingly, repelled by this danger. Some way. must be

found of■combining the tradition of a non-political public service with

freedom for officials to express their pql.i^ical feelings in a more open

way'than is possible.at present when thay arerlimited to a secret vote at

election time* Obviously a clear agreement must t>e reached as to the

limit'of the expression of political feeling by public officials., Equally

there --must be agreement as to the extent of political demand :which ..

councillors can .make and the channel through which it shouldi reach.the

official, ■ -:-- ■ -. ■ ... _■. .■■■ . ...„,.:

This' difficulty does not arise in French-speaking countriesj :since

in them the public official does have freedom of political expression

although: naturaliy he has to be .loyal to the government of tl:.e day in

the exercise of-his official duties, In countries with a one-party system

there may; sometimes be limits to;the extent to which the expression of

political feelings is really free.
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Conditions of service in local government

114• In the .countries .of the. French legal.,tradition.;and in the UAR

the public service is of the integrated type. That is to say, civil .,. -

servants working for the State are not separated from those working for

the local authorities. All established civil servants have the same

conditions 6-f service and.they are -posted to central or field services

of ther.-State or to local authorities,; They-are all controlled ."by a

single directing agency of the-- ;G'entra'l ^government,, In .addition to

these permanent officials ? temporary staff..o^,.all grades are recruited \

"by the State? either on contract or under the terms of the Labour Code.,

according to requirements.

In other, countries 3.. .especially, those of. the British legal tradition,

the central and local public services., are ,no,t integrated,, .The central

service is unified., however, "but not the local service* In local

government it is/ or was, frequently the practice for each local autho

rity to "be.an independent employer of staff0 The actual employer in

law might be the collective council3 or its chairman, or its administra

tive manager,. This separate employment is the mark of a degree of local

autonomy'greater than exists or would :be allowed in-present conditions

anywhere except possibly in the largest towns, ■ It-is also the-reflection

of a fre;e .market where .supply ;and ;demand .are roughly.equal .ancL where

there are no artificial .restrictions upon merit such. as. that the local

origin of- a candidate is more important ;than, his qualifications,. When,

as in Africa, these conditions do not apply, separate recruitment and

separate conditions of service have in fact been of the greatest disservice.

to local government as a whole for they frightened away good candidates

and reduced those who were employed to the status of hirelings, The

proper relationship between councillors and staff became in many places

completely misconceived,, .

115. One of the corrective1 .measures now being taken in- these countries .. .■

to increase the ..number of professional officers for. local government is

the unification of conditions of service0 This measure was started to
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protect the staff from capricious decisions of.local .councillors and

although it may appear as a strong measure of control? it can perhaps

more correctly be thought of as an essential form of aid to local

authorities,

The steps ares '-■ '- . ; . ■ ■

(i) To'fix th'e categories of staff needed generally "by local

authorities and3 having regard to local conditions', to fix

an ascending scale of qualifications within each category?

(ii) to settle the salary ranges, including superannuation,, .for

each kind of officer?

(iii) to establish a uniform procedure of employment covering-

appointments discipline? dismissal, leave,, allowances and

all other conditions of service §

(iv) to fix in consultation with each local authority an

establishment of posts in each scale of each category, and

. to- prohibit the authority from filling any post with anyone

• . . ;. who does not possess the prescribed'qualifications.

Having fixed the conditions of service9"the government

may move a stage further tgr,

(v) actually recruiting staff for local authorities. For this

purpose it has to set up a special department within the

ministry or it may establish a separate autonomous Local.

Service Commission.

116. ..Some countries have felt that it ,is necessary also to unify the

local government .service?, or at least the chief posts in it, . A candidate

would then be recruited to the service and posted to a local-authority

or transferred from it at the bidding of the head of the service.

Comparison with the central civil service would not3. however, be. exact

since the practical effect of posting staff to serve with a political

council may be very different from the. effect of .posting staff to serve
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in a ministry 6f Officials; The main headings' of unified -staff ;: .

regulations 'in' one country' are given in Appendix A. ■...- -.- . , :

117. If. the qualifications of each kind of officer in each "local--1

authority are to "be settled.by a reference to some external standard,

the standard must be professionalism.""'" (The actual numbers in any ■

authority will depend on objective criteria such as population or-the

size of its budget). Professional standards in present conditions can .

include not only acknowledged degrees but school certificates.,below;..:. .. ,. .

degree'level and also, most important, practical -experience.,. Thus it

will not be enough to say that a certain local authority in vie^of, ..,,-.

the size of its budget :and^population .must employ one chief financial

officer,' one deputy and two. assistants, it will also be necessary to

prescribe the minimum qualifications for each grade,.

Local service commissions

118. In many, countries independent Local.. Service Commissions have been

established to administer the local government service in order that all

decisions, affecting it may,be seen to be free from political bias. ;

Importance of professional codes of behaviour

119. Increasing professionalism in the broad sense will provide an

interest in the -'job transcending politics and help to protect an official

both from external political pressure and even from the day to day

personal irritations that are common in large institutions.

Membership of professional societies offers the comfort and support

of powerful colleagues and increases self-confidence, at a different level

membershj-^of. staff associations brings the different professions together

in' supports "the .generalized profession' of local governments adminie-~-

tration. ... ... ....... "...

These- propositions;, are. not, advanced with, any suggestion that the

official■■element as a whole should be. opposed, .to .the political element ^_

in:a locail-authorityo. Each side, has its part to play .but there is ^^
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considerable--disarray when .the roles "become. confused; as frequently

happens when over-zealous elected councillors are coupled with unskilled .

staff. Inevitably the politician will "behave like an executive if he

feels that the staff have neither better specialized knowledge which

might command his respect.nor collective moral "backing which might "

exercise, reverse. pressure.

120. What therefore has to "be established is mutual respect "between

councillors and staff and in present conditions the surest foundation

for this is the competence of the staff and their sense of security in

their posts.

The help which can "be derived from professionalism has been

described;, but this may be supplemented by -the support of a code of

ethics. A code of ethics is a published fcuide to the correct behaviour

of those to whom it applies. Doctors? lawyers and members of other

professions are customarily bound by ethical codes applicable to their

own professions, Similar codes have been drawn up for public servants.

They are statements of the general principles by which an official

should be guided in both his public and his private behaviour and they

are not to be confused with disciplinary regulations which deal with

actual offences. If a code of ethics can be drawn~up~"To;r "local gover-- ■ -

nment3 acceptable alike' to councillors and staff, it can be a potent

regulator of relations between thefflj should either side be tempted to

interfere with the functions of the otheri

The code of ethics for local government officers in Britain is

given in Appendii"B. " ' . .. : . . .

121. If professionalism in all its aspects is to be the keynote of

working situations ..in local government, the training of staff for local

government must pay due regard to its dangers as well as to its advantages

Doctors, lawyers, engineers9 accountants may all be trained to the highest

level as professional officers? but if'they are'all to sit in the same

building and serve a political councils they should also learn how to'

avoid the danger of excessive departmentalism„ "They must accept the fact
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that, however important their,:ow.n,propojal.^ may:j see^^ Jheir colleagues

may. have equally important ^proposals and all must ""bends if "they do not

bo*, .before,, the council which, will be taking its'decisions from'"a'"'

general administrative point of'view rather than from'the"point of

view of a.single department.

The profession of administration ..■*■■ \ . ; -. ...

122O If training in the""requirements of general-administration is

necessary for professional officers, it is of paramount.importance^

that there should also "be recognition of and training for;a profession

of administration itself. UnTess such- training-- is■■pi'ovided the o

administrator 'will riot'"be valued as :a professional/ It will-"be said

that anyone'" can ::"be an administrator1 :since no special- qualifications

are "needed and''there'will seem no good reason- why .political -nominees

'should not fill administrative posts instead-! of -career officials.

It is the' recognition of the dividing line- De-tween politics and

.administration which is important.in Africa... The.dividing line matters

less when: political parties are more or. less in balance, ■because, then it

,is.:to:.all their- interests to. avoid, interfering, with career administrators,

.-When, however this political balance is -lacking, and there is one all-

powerful party r administrators .ios:e ,,all protection .and are much more

: -adversely, affeated than members, of other professions. The need is to

create, for public administration a, professional. .status that is as widely

aocep.ted by-the public, as is the. status of 3 .says..a surgeon^ so that in

.. comparable circumstances -the local council would no more interfere with

the work of it a administrative .officers -than ii;. would with the removal

of the chairman's appendix "by a surgeono Hothing more is demanded^ but

nothing less will serve and if"Tg'"to'this end"''tEaV:^dmi-nistra-t-i-ve

training''should be" directed; This'does not imply that^-the ^administrator

siould:be a me'fe technician ' iVis an essential part of ■hi.S""p3?ofessional-

"" ism :that He ■shouid''rkiiow -how" to' get -oh with politiG-ians.. ■" --
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Schools and Institutes' of. .administration1 .. ..-. -.■ . . ■ ■ ■..;

123. In the French system pre-entry training of 'central and local

administrative staff' 'is* not'differentiated, 'It is carried out in the

same schools of. public administration. Post-entry training courses are

held in training centres, while research is carried out by officials

working in the ministries. .....

■ ; . In- oilier -countries independent or semi-independent institutes can

perform .a .useful service in keeping the theoretical "basis of local

government constantly under examinationB They can provide training

courses f.or..s.taff and councillors alike. They can run libraries and

spread-knowledge ; of the ways of local government among the people. They

■can conduct .research.and put themselves in a position to give an inde

pendent . consultancy service both to the governmentjand to iocal autho

rities.,..To dp.this it..is desirable that there should be a close relation

ship between them and the universities where research into problems

related to publip. administration is being carried on.

■■' - In some countries9 arrangements -are: made for the training of staff

outside- institutes of administrations ..Where the.'.institutes of administr

ation are not fulfilling the-needs for local government training? such

other arrangements should be :continue;d .or established^-; if -necessary. These

take" the form of in-service', .training-conducted by the-Ministry of Local

Government? other government agencies s:.:or the local authority itself.

It is desirable that there should be a measure of- collaboration between

the agencies running the courses and the^teaching staff .of.the institute.

In the'wider context it ■ is' desirable that there .should be. coordination

of local government training on'a territorial basis.

Courses for councillors and electors "

124. It.;may be impassible to train anyone to be a politician for in any

country .-the political, process evolves at its (own pace* But is is possible

to teach a newly elected councillor the procedure of his council and to

explain to him its methods of reaching decisions. In this sense training
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of councillors is as necessary as training for staff if they are to

work'i&getlter. ,.!Elected';-representatives hayequally,.a ve.ry hazy ;idea

•«>f....what "local government is about .when they^first fin^ themselves on a

council. "Some are honestly bewildered, but" others may be there-simply

as outriders of a5 or the, political party.

lor should the public be forgotten, for the point about moiern

local government is that it is modern and everyone still'- l-O&ks for

explanation and advice about it. It has a propensity' for^inning off

the rails but somehow it always seems to get back on^'them'agaiaV: If it

really is thought to be an institution of permanent value, then more and

more thought should be given.to studying it with a;view to suggestions

for further .adaptation to., suit conditions in its ownrcountry and corres

pondingly less to copying European practices/-Results1 may be much the

same in the end, just as the results of the French and British systems

are much the same, though each country reached the present stage' by quite

different routes. It is necessary to travel if"one wishes to arrive.
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APPENDIX A

. ■ , ■ . WB.STEM IIGEEIA .

The Unified Local Government "Service (staff) Regulations, 196-2'

made ty the Governor in Council under section 96 of the Local Government w

Law.

The main headings ares V

1* ■. Introductory ■ ,

".. ■ 2i_,y .Appointments . . .

V. ■ 3.. ■ Salaries . ,.

.4. Promotion and transfers . ,

'. ■■ 5« . Discipline .. .

6, .Termination of appointment ., ■

7:, Duties and responsibilities, of members of the service

.:-,■ -,-$* ■■•■ Leave ■ _■ ■ . ■ ■ ....:..

■ ■■. . 9- . Allowances ■=

.-.■■-. . .10. Motor vehicle and "bicycle advances .....

11. Service cards

12. General conditions of service

13. Mscellaneous

14. Temporary staff

First Schedule List of posts in the service

Second Schedule Schemes of service

Third Schedule Appointment and service records

Fourth Schedule Vacation leave rates

Fifth Schedule Eates of allowances
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APPENDIX B

ETHICS JOE THE LOCAL GOVETOiBNT OFFICER

,The code adopted "by the .ITational-:aTtd"Local-C-ove..rnment Officers' .Association

■ " ■ ■ in Britain' ■ ' : " ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ :x--"-

Ethics for the local government officer

The first duty of an officer is to give his. undivided allegiance to

the authority employing himD With his private activities the. authority,

in general, is not concerned,, "so long as his conduct therein .is not such

as to.bring discredit upon the service in which he is an officer,^ For

that conduct the public service is. entitled to demand the highest

standard.. . . . . ■

The maxim laid .down for a cour;ti of lawj that it 'is of fundamental

importance not only that justice should be done in it, but that it . .

should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to. be done, applies, with equal

force to the officer. Public confidence in his integrity would,be shaken

were the least suspicion, however ill-founded? to arise that he could be

in any way influenced "by improper motives« ...

From this it. follows jthat the officer^ as a public servant? must not

only; be. honest in., fact 9 but must be beyond the reach of the suspicion of

dishonesty. ■ ■■'. . ■ ......

He" is'not to subordinate his duty to his private interests^ or to

put himself in a position where His duty and his private interests con

flict „■ He should not make use of'his official position to further those

interests'^ but neither is he so-to'order Ms private affairs as to allow

the suspicion to arise that a trust has been abused or' a confidence

betrayed. - ... ... ......

He should be courteous to all with whom his duties bring him. in

contact.

The public expects from the officer a:standard of integrity and

conduct not only inflexible but fastidious. It is . the., duty .of the service

to see that that expectation is fulfilled. ... . . - .. .
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VIII. BEC0MMEITDATI01H3

125. The participants at the ECA Seminar on Central Services to Local

Amtiiorlti©.s-.3....after. ..discussing'paps-rs prepared-at...'the request" of. the.-- .,"'..,-:-■/.

Economic Commission for Africa and worldwide:: studies prepared under the

auspices of the United Nations, agreed thats

(a) Local authorities are important instruments for fostering

national unity, and economic and social development0 If they

are to make their full contribution the system of local gover

nment in each country must "be specifically designed to that

end3 according to the circumstances of the country? rather than

"based on a system inherited during the colonial period and

which evolved in the administering country in entirely different

circumstances and also for different purposes.

(b) Moreover, national governments must ensure that local authorities
j. , ■

are closely associated in the task of development. To that end

they should see that local authorities have sufficient financial

resources, including adequate ta3d.ng powers supplemented "by

grants and loans. Government should also ensure that the neces

sary central services are available to local authorities to

enable them to develop their communities and thus to contribute

to national development. The ministry responsible for local

.government must, therefore, be staffed to assist as well as

supervise local authorities and to .stimulate .and co-ordinate, the..

.. ..activities of o;ther ministries in support of local government

functio.nso Other, central .agencies., governmental and non- ■■

governmental.,, may also be needed, such as a special agency to

provide loans for local authorities, a public service, commission

for local authority staff, where such staff are not integrated

with the national service, and a union of local authorities.

Specib.1 arrangements should be made for training local gover-

' nment staff'and councillors. ' :

(c) Technical assistance, through the United Nations, including

the Economic Commission for Africa and its specialized agencies.
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the-"bilateral agencies and non-governmental organizations such

as the.International Union of Local Authorities and private

foundations can assist governments in establishing and strength

ening central agencies for the improvement of local government,

. provided the assistance is properly given,

(d) As evident in this Seminar3 African governments have much to

■. . learn from one another as well as from .^he experience, gained

in other regions of the world,

126. The participants, therefore, recommend for the consideration of

the Economic Commission for Africa and other United Nations "bodies

concerned^ . . . ■ ■■ , ■ !■-;■■.: (.;■. ■

(a) That guides on comparative studies3 followed, by meetings of

officers with responsibilities in the fields concerned, he

prepared on the following subjects of immediate interest to

many African countries?

(i) Training 'of local authority staff and councillors in

their new responsibilities related to development. The

..... Seminar-is pleased that. EGA.has scheduled a meeting in

I965 of .officers responsible for local government training

and hopes that information on relevant experiences else-

■ ■ where in the world as. well as in the region will "be

assembled for. us.e. at the meeting.

■ , (ii) Local government finance.^, particularly to'identify the

■ most effective ways.of .raising and collecting, local

■ ■ . ■ .. revenues and to provide .guides on. the establishment and

... . operation of loans agencies for local authorities.

■ ■ (iiij Thevrole of local government- in promoting- agricultural,

:'■ ' ■ industrial-and other productive activities.

(iv) Administrative'problems associated with rapid urban growth,

including those involved in the widening gap between urban

and rural areas„ Related to this is the need for a
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comparative study te-help, governments.-decide whether the

1■'■ ■ -local authority-"boundaries of urban areas should include

their rural environs and-5 if sos how the council, may

best be constituted so as to give effective representation

to all sections of. the enlarged community and.for the

community as, a whole..

(v)- Various arrangements/, for carrying* put the .deliberative

and executive functions, of loca^, authorities „. The object

.. of the. study .would be to provide insights into methods of

organizing local authorities, to promote development..

(vi) Special administrative problems involved at central and .

local level in extending services to nomads and enabling

them, to participate in development activities„

(vii) Relationships between community development and -local

government3 with a view to providing.guides on organizing

their activities in such a way that they will support each

. . other in promoting development*

(viii) Problems of registering birthsj marriages and deaths^

especially the division of functions :between central

■ ■ "government and local authorities^ action to fill gaps in

the .register and to replace missing-registration certi

ficates^ international co-operation--- in ^thjis field.

(b) .'That study tours be organised to enable senior officers of

--ministries-responsible- for local government matters and those of

■■ ■ : ' related agencies"■■■to visit other, countries ..which have had signx-

■ 'ficant 'experience in improving local governmentrfor development

purpases.,,, -The. success of the ECA Local Government. Study Tour

of Yugoslavia and India in 19633 for English-speaking officers9

leads the Seminar to urge that similar study tours be arranged

in tiae" "future. ' " ■' f : ■'-.■■
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(c) That provision fee made for the continuing exchange of

information "between governments on measures for the improvement

of local government.

(d) That special attention "be given in technical assistance acti

vities to the improvement and expansion of local government

training programmes within African countries? to the develop

ment of co-operative arranbements on a sub-regional basis suoh

as for training senior officers, including urban administrative

and finance officers^ and to the more effective use of fellow

ships for local government training in other African countries

and in other regions.

(e) That, in view of the special need for adapting local government

systems to the circumstances and development requirements of

African countries, technical assistance experts should have

wider comparative knowledge and experience and should avoid

excessive reliance on the forms and conceptions of any particular

foreign system. Moreover, consideration should be given to the

formulation of guides for donor countries on what are appropriate

and inappropriate conditions to attach to the assistance which

they offer-

(f) That the Report of the Seminar, which reflects the view of

participants, be transmitted to African governments and its

contents widely disseminated by EGA and other United Nations

bodies. Although a meeting such as this has great intrinsic

value and is highly beneficial to participants, the test of its

real value lies in the extent to which it is followed up and

contributes towards the acceleration of national and local

development.
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AMEX I

W- ACTIVITIES

,,. of "tlie Seminar''isa (a) to study the central agencies and

institutions needed at the national level (or in a federal system at the

state or provincial- level)- for--the improvement of local government and (b)

to provide the senior officers for whom the Seminar is designed with

guidance which will assist local authorities in contributing more effectively

to local and national development.

-Monday, 29 June .:. \;'

9.00'to 9.45 a.m.

10,00 a.me

10o30 aoni*

10.45 a.m. to 13.00 p.m. 1»

2.(a)

15,00 to 18-00 p. ■m,

(o)

(a)

Tuesday, 30 June

9,00 a.m. to 13.00 p.m*-

(Plenary)

15.00 to 17.00 pom,

(Plenary)

19o00 p.m.

■■5

Registration of participants

Formal opening

Recess

Election of conference" officers

Organization ofvtfee.; Seminar and

Committee including Steering Committee

and Drafting Committee

Adoption of the provisional agenda

E/C3ST „ 14/UAP/34/Eev „ 1.

Constitution of working Committees

Presentation of papers E/CU.I4/UAP/3O
and E/0Ne14/aAP/32s

"Central Services to.. Local Authorities"

(by Jfe^CAoG. Wallis) -: /.' ': ' '

"Central Services to Local Authorities

in some Stench-speaking Countries"

(by Mr* K. Kentgen)

Genorel disovsaion

Continuation- of general discussion of

papers E/CIT.14/UA?/30 and E/CNO14/
UAp/32

Presentation of country paperss identi

fication of points of special interests

RECSPKON
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Wednesday, 1 July

9»00 a.m. to 13-00 p.m.

(Plenary)

15.00 to 17.00 p.m.

17-30 to 19.00 p.ra,

(Plenary)

Thursdays 2 July

9.00 a.m. to 13.00 p.m., 9

15.00 to 17,00 p.m.

17-30 to"18.30 p.m.

(Plenary)
10.

Friday, 3 July

■9.00 a>ni0 to 12.30 "p.m. -11.

"Democratic Decentralization in
Yugoslavia and India" (B/CF.14/UAP/
17) - report of the I963 Study Tour
("by the Local Government Section^
United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa) : - ' :"' " ;' ' ■■ '' ; ■'-

General Discussion ■•■:■■'-.

COMMITTEES^

A - Agenda, item. 2. .-

B - Agenda item 3

"Unified Personnel Systems for Lo.c.al

Authorities"s "brief account' of the"'

systems in Western and Eastern,Nigeria

("by representatives of the regions
concerned who will act as discussion

leaders)

COMMITTEES*

A - Agenda item 4

B - Agenda item 5

COMMITTEESs

A - .Agenda item 4 - ■■■

B - Agenda item 5

"Credit Agencies for Local Authorities"
"brief account of the Local Loans

Board of Kenya (by a representative
of the.Ministry of Local Government,

Kenya, who will act as discussion

leader)

COMMITTEES* " ■

A - Agenda item 7

B - Agenda item' 6
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Saturday, 4 July

9.00 sum, to 13.00'p.m. "''T2.

17-30 p.m.

■ Monday* ■ 6-yXuly,-.;-: .. " . ,<.;*..t ;t;--

..,9.00..a.m. to 13.00 p.m. . 13.

ot:o.a7^o

(Plenary)
(a)

'COMMITTEES* ■'■'- • '. -

A - Agenda it:ero_.7..-

B - :, Agenda A^QK 6,

Final meeting of Commft'ieejs^A and B

(concurrently) for drafting $jfr. reports

Reception - "by the Government of

Northern-Nigeria :at Kaduna

Final meeting of.. Copimittees A &. B

(concurrently) t'o consider draft
reports.

-.Agenda items 8 arid" 9-;: ■'■•,. :.

"The Contributibn'in Personnel and

viraining which the Local Authorities

of Developed Countries,-can make to

Local Government in Africa'^ (E/CN.14/
UAP/36) ("by Mr. A9;F. Leeman^. ..of the
International TJnron -of "io^i^tii

Tuesday, 7 July

9.00 to 11.30 a.m.

(Plenary)

^"United Nations'; technical 'Assistance

in Local Government .'and Administration"

XE/CN014/UAP/33) (by the Division of
"'Public Administration, United Nations
Headquarters, New York)

General Discussion

14* A. Agenda items 8 and 9 (continued)

General discussion on technical

assistance in local government and

administration in Africa. It is intended

that the discussion will focus attention

on future needs in this field, with

representatives of USA, the United

Kingdom, Yugoslavia, Ford, IULAS the IHT

Specialized agencies, etc., participatinge
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15.00 to 19« 00 p.m.-

Wednesday, 8 July .

9*00 a»nw to-13.00.p.m.

(Plenary)

Afternoon

^.9 -July \-J ■■' ■ ■{ ■

9.00,'to 11D00'a.m. . .'. ',
(Plenary) ' '.

il»00Ja*mv; to 13«00:'p;m.

15.00 to 17.00

(Plenary)

id'ayy-lO' July-- ■ '-'■ '■ ■

,-9o;00.

15. Consideration of report of Committee A

Consideration of report of Committee B

Free for Drafting Committee

]' 17. (a) "The Approach to Local Administration
Training in the French-speaking Countries

of Africa" (by Mr. Guy peve,r;np.iSj
-United Nations expert'}-' '■■■■-•■■---■

.. .::-1 (b) ■"Local -GoveammerCt.'Training-in Northern

'■■;■' [ Nigeria" ("by MrDSoSo Richardson, Director

:-;:■■!. of the Institute of Administration, Zaria)

l8. „ -Consideration and .ado^ipn of final

report ' f*tl't it. ■•■■ -}

' ',i9. '""' Election of Resolutions Committee

RECBPTIOI

■j." <?'■'"',

Resolutions

Closing session

1 i -' ' ! '.*■.■

■.■■■ ;■■>■
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

-MEMBERS

Mo Alfred Bossoiv Prefets Departement du Sud-Bat, PORTO 1070.

Ethiopia

Mre Kifle Hagoss Seoretary-Generalj Ministry of t-he ■I'nterior:;1,.AJ)r)IS ABiV£..-u

Gabon

Yil Pierre Henri igon&e Fanguinoye^;," :Direoteur des ServiGes ,^ii Hih"ist?=rc

de l'lnterieuTj LIBRSVILLE, ' ,' .

"tjam"bia ' ': .■--■■■-■■■- <■ . -.-;■.■., ■..- .. ■■ - . .:.......-.■

fe,...H'oAo.:01iverj.-MsBoSoP' Administrative. Officer (Staff Grade)s Ministry
.for.Local Goyernmentj Labour and Landa, BATBURSTo '

Ghana

Mro T.E.A. Luodu, Acting Senior Assis.i>*it Secretary (Local Governments
Ministry" of Jufeticej ACCRA,,' : *': ■ ■ "' ;- -." ■■•■■!----i:- : '■ ='■■

Mr, JM* Ojalj Permanent Secretary^ Ministry of Local Government

;Mr/0eTe"'K?:ibhs3Caj ^na-ncial -Offl-cei?,

Li/b^a

Mrc Ahmed Dra/wy, Director of Public Relations^ Ministry of the interior
BEIDA. ■;:o '■ ■'■■"-■■■■■■■" ■-1- '■■" "■ ■' ■■ •- '-':j:i '■-■■■" '■ ■ ■

. Beno:tt Kidz-a, Directeui de I'Interiour, Minister© d'Etat-de 1'Interior.
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Mauritius

Mro CK0 Banymandhub, Assistant Secretary Ministry of Looal Government

and Co-operative Developments PORT LOUIS-

Niger

■M. Goukoye Karimou3 Commissaire General a la Promotion Humaine, President

de la RepuTDlique, NIAMEY.

Mo Bourem Kossomi, Directeur administratifs Conseiller technique charge

de la tutelle &es colleotivites looaless Ministere de 1'Interi'eur3 NIAMEY,,

Nigeria

Chief JoM. Beckley? Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Local Government,

'Western Nigeria. ■ ;. .. . ■■

Mro SoE0 Igweo Higher Assistant Secretary, Ministry of Local Governmentj

SMJGU3 Eastern Nigeria.

"Kb. Lawani?.Under-Secretary? Ministry of Local Government and Chieftaincy

Affairs, MOT, Mid-western Nigeria. ' ■■•■■•.

Alhaji Ado Bayero, MoH0Co0 Emir of Kano, KA3JO, Northern Nigeria.

Alhaji Itrahim Dasuki, Permanent Secretary, Ministry for Local .Government.

KADUUA, Northern Nigeria. ■■"'"■

Mr. SOBO Awoniyi, Provincial Secretary,- MINNAj Norhtern Nigeria.

Mr. J.O.G. Sodipe, Assistant City Treasurer, Lagos City Council, LAGOS.

Northern Rhodesia

Mr, JDAO Dinwiddie, Under-Secretary, Ministry of, Local Government, LUSAKA

Mr, DoM. Lishomwa, District Commissioner, LUSAKA.

Rwanda .. ■ ■ . .

Mo Donat Murego, Directeur, Division des affaires pplitiques .et admini-

stratives, Ministere de l'Interieur et du Travail, KIGALI.

Senegal

M. Abdou F'dene N'diaye, Gouverneur de la Region du'Sine-Saloym,'KAOLACK,
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Sudan ,-..;;.V>/

Mr. El Tayeb El Tahir3 Provincial Secretary, Northern Province, ELDAMER.

United Arab Republic ' " - ?t:i ^iv^x^^ ■. ..= ' * ' '

Mr, '-Ibrahim Mohamed Osihan, ;:Bi3?-ector-General, Planning ari'dMUxecutive programmes

jDe.partipent,, .Ministry of ..Local .Administration, CAIRO, .,, . ..,..,.

Mr, Saleh Ismail Saleh, Director of Supervision-. Division>.:-Ministry of Local

Administration, CAIRO.

United Republic of Tanganyika

Mr, AoG..,,Mwanza3-Principal Ass^stan^;. Secretary, Ministry, of.Local Government

and Housing, ^ ':: ::;': 'f \ ' '" '

Mr. HOA. -^yirendaj Principal, :.Lb'ca'l '.Gdvernment Training Centre, Maumbe,

MOROCORO. ■ .........

SPECIALIZED AGSHCIES OP THE IMITED

Food and Agriculture * ' " Mr,-.rVoD:0H. Drennan, Regional Officer,

Organization (B1A.Q.) .,■ Agricultural Organization and. Admini-

. ... '"*" .... straiion. Rural Insiiitutions a^

_.■...,-,..,.■:.._...'■ .-: :. '. ■" ''. ■ ' Division, PA05 ROME, Italy.

World Health Organization'

(WHO.) . .; ., ■;- ...-, , . Dr. L.F. Thomen? Representative...WHO? ...Federal

■-■.■;:.'.-'•/;■■." ■ \-,-":"- '"■•. ■ "."' Ministry of Hlth:Ma6s^#ii;4

adMiiistratioh zaria

Mr. S0S. Richardson,-^Director, Institute of Administration, ZARIA,

Northern Nigeria. : . . ....

ORGMIZATIONS

International Union of ' Mr/A0F. Leemans,

Local Authorities (lULA) THE HAGUE, Netherlands

Ford Foundation Dr. Robert Mitchell, Director of Training

Programmes, Ford Foundation, LAGOS,, Nigeria.
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OBSERVERS

Dr. Antun Vratuva, State Under-Secretary and. Chef de" Cabinet to the"
President of the Federal Assembly3 BELGRADE, Yugoslavia.

Dr. Alvin Roseman,"Associate Dean, Graduate School? 6rPublic "and inter
national.. Affairs, University -of .P^tt.sbur.^;, ;PIT£SBpGH?:,Pennsylvania,. USA,

Mr. Ronald Eo Wraith^ ^si^tute^drFiocar Government 'Studies^ Universi-ty

of Birmingham,..3IRMINGHAM, England.,. c .,: ,.,,.;,.. .j,,; ■ :^;.-,.-. :..:,,.-.^ ,.x>.

GO-OEDIffATI3TG, PROEBSSIQSfAL..AITD ADMINISTRATION .STAFF

J.

■:•. ■ ■ ■ „■■■.-...

Mr, R.W. Neath

M. Guy Devernois

i;6"ar Seore'tary

Offic.er-ln-Gharge' of, \- '"'\
Administrative Arrangements1

Interpreters . . .

Translators

Secretaries

''Chief,

Division for

United .lfations,? TOEK?..:.pBA.

United Nations Regional Advised in ■

Local Government, Economic Commission

for.Africa, ADDIS ABABA? Ethiopia.

United' Nations Ezpert in Public Administration3

C.OTONOU, Dahomey.

Mr.:C.AoG. Wallis, OBE/ ) --•:■-■■-- ■

■■Lbbal Government Adviser,

Department of Technical Co-operation,

LONDON, SoW.l, England . .,,..,

Dr. 1. Eb?anklin Blitz, Institute 'of--

■Administration, Zaria, Northern Nigeria.

Mile Chantal Corajoud

Mile Glaudie 'Marddn--

Mile Doreen Barrack

rMr;a;.Jeremy:Wiseman ;, -.,..■. o±:[ .:.■ ■ .-.;■.

Mrs. SoS=Richardson

Mme Elizabeth Canin

Miss Sara Dennison

Mrs, Frances Blitz
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INAUGURAL ADDRESSES

ALHAJI SULE

• -- MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERHMEHT, NORTHERN NIGERIA

Gentlemen,.

It was with great pleasure that my Government accepted the request

of the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria to hold this confer

ence in Northern Nigeria and,' I am-■honored-, on behalf of the Government

of Northern Nigeria, to welcome you to Nigeria and to the ..North .for this

United Nations Seminar on .Qentral. Services to Local Authorities.

"I would like to extend'-a special welcome to- our friends from the

French-speaking countries of Africa, many of whom may "be visiting Nigeria

for the first time. - ' ■■ -. .

As you may know, African countries:have on a. number of occasions sent

their representatives to this Institute to" discuss and solve their common

problems in different fields pertaining:to administrative9 economics social

ana' political matters. - All these conferences held: in the past, we believe,

have proved to be of practical value to African governments.* Similarly?

since an effective public administration is one. of the keys., to development

in our continent, we believe this seminar on Central.Services to Local

"Authorities will result in some useful conclusions and:.follow-up work.

One of the principal objects of this seminar, to which we attach great

importance,, is to give guidance to governments oh the'sort of services and

assistance which will enable local■authorities to contribute effectively to

local and national" development. ¥e hope that- it will.lead- to the establish

ment of a clear-cut ultimate1' objective-and -ideology for salfrgpyerning

institutions in Africa and will provide guides for action..in improving and

bringing up to date .■.arrangements for., making them more, effective and for

training local government s.taff and-, councillors to make the best use of them
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We in Northern Nigeria are aware of the importance of a sound local

government system and are' inking;- great efforts to strengthen and modernize

our long-established system■;in.this field, - a system which I may say, has

developed through the centuries much influenced Toy contact with North

Africa, tHerSudan/%3g^ Senegal, Mali

and Niger Republic. If the 3mir of ICano, who is present with you today

as a participant in the Seminar, were to tell you the titles of His

councillors and his .senior offioials you would find;that they included

•titles from Arabia,■from the original Hausa. states, from the early days of

■tKe Kingdom- of. Bornu and from.Jhe ITulani Empire whose titles: originated in

■■'Senegal* .. -1 -. . ... .'.■. ;■ . !'. ., . ■- . : ■■■;;..

^''fedm th'is you cah see-that the' -interchange' of ideas, and; views is nothing

.■new.:.-: I^^'continued through the .centuries, and, is part, of our heritage in

: Northern Nigeria-and this. Seminar- opening >ere.in Zaria today will, I hope,

add its part to that heritage. ^ .. ; . . . . .

■ ■ -M have;.given you here, in a general .way only, a, little of our history

and -our-Elation to the history,of Africa. Tpu.will find many of our modern

plans.and problems dealt.wit.h in .the country paper, relevant to our Region,

. which my;;Mim.stry ha&^r:epar.ed.,, .I:;haye_ no doubt, in one way or another, that

--we: share similar problems and that we are all. striving to give our people^

better opportunities, and responsibilities.. for managing, their own affairs in

the widest,possible field and for raising their living standards. In this

seminar- we hope,.,by-exchanging..experiences, to improve our knowledge and

.also.to.obtain. some practical ideas which we can apply in areas to local

administration not already dealt with.

. . My Government, therefore, hopes that the wealth^of experience related

to local government and administration which is represented at this seminar

■■ wili lead to some.tangible solutions being found for our common administrative

■■problems'..-.1. /. . ' - : - ■ . " . ."■..■ .- ;.; ■;._, . - ..-, :

■"• ' ' In declaring this -seminar- open iny Government, wishes.you a successful

meeting'and a pleasant; 'stay-'1 in Zaria;- ■ ■■ >■■■■■.■■■-.i *..■■:■ j. ; ■,. ,.;
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,:.,..-cl; , . :: MESSAGE FROM MR, ROBERT RpAa ..GARDBFER, . . .

.; ; .; ,. ,;. . . EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF.TKS. WITSD NATIONS.

- .-: ■ . < . ■, . : . ■ ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

J * ' (Read by Mr. R.W. Hwfcfc, Regional
Adviser in Local Government, UN3CA) "■ ■ : :-

It''gives me great pleasure-to'send:..a'message., of greeting .to the-,

participants in this Seminar assembled;.'at .Zaria. I am sure. ..from. my:.own

■ experience that it wbuld be difficult, to-find anywhere- in .Africa, a.better

equipped centre■■cr-a more stimulating, ittmogfchex© xn .which to ,pursue- your

de-l'i"berat;ionsv ^n this sens© tbe Economic .'Commission for Africa, is .deeply

■ ; grateful both^ to- the Northern Nigerian Government. and -to_ ;the :authorities

of the Ahmadu..Bello .University for putting the .fine facilities of the

Institute at the Commission's disposal for this meeting.

I am convinced that, if properly used, local government not only

serves the general good of a country but that, better than'anything else,

an intelligent policy of decentralization will serve the purposes which

Africa's political leaders generally regard as most essential,, namely

political unity and economic development. With these as our objectives

local government bodies must be, so conceived and guided that they work

as effective organs of social and economic advancement. In this way they

will gradually acquire real significance for the people because the whole

process will begin to offer them more attractive prospects whether as

producers or wage-earners.

But local government cannot function alone, it is not intended to be

a political counterweight to the central government rejoicing in some

out-moded concept of local 'autonomy' or in a mistaken idea of 'freedom

from central government interference'. Indeed, the more central functions

are transferred to local authorities the more necessary it becomes to

develop a network of central institutions to assist these authorities. If

their work and purposes are to prove successful the centre-must give them
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substantial and continuous,^,.not-only; financial :aid,;lwt technical,

professional, legal^-organizational- and fitter: ■formWPf distance. It «

the creation, nature ani.purp.ose of^h^central^rYlces to Iccal autho

rities, thei* organisation, functioning and financing, which you have coie

to Zaria to examine. -. ;;■-■'-;v"i.-. ,ir.j

Whatever the internal system" in your own country may be - by that I

mean whether it. is a highly, centralized one or jhethe*■ an; effective local

government.'system is develop or, alrea^. in ^rat^on _.| thxn^that

you cannot but fail.to.^ke. home^ijh you Borne; useful -apd practical ideas

Which shd .: ^®^m^ a;m^^p
your Government and. poetical Readers, iji furthering the twin pba

,hich;'l;lhave ^alxgady.non^op^^ PP^al ^unity.and^conomic devic development.

I Extend iyou my W&t «sh©s«or a-.-feery .^successful meettog.

^(■■■/'"■■.■l.:-.oO on

. _:. L ". , J- ■
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ANNEX IV ' ' ■■-■•■■

JNATIONS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN'-EOCAL GOVERNMENT •

AND-ADMINISTRATION ■ ' . ■-. ' .

1, This paper has two purposes? firstly, ■ to "inform Seminar participants,

how the United Nations helps Governments to improve their systems-of local

government and local administration; and secpndly, to stimulate discussion'

of the types of technical -co-operation. ancL related -.activities ;that•would;

■ he most..helpful,;tp participants and their (jpyernments, in..the future. __■■..

2O" Technical' assistance^'"in local government ahd-^ Administration-.■forms-iv. ;

part of a larger1 programme-7-of United Failbn^. technical co^6^eration.'.:in,;:;>-;:.

"" public administrations':- Gbod;:l6ea'!E"4dmi'M'stration. is-■ usually!de-pejndemtc;o.n

"sound organization andx6per&-tion: of- gi6*B^Hm«ntv-at'vt3afe''H»lji«nast':.l©^nej

: ■■■' improvements' 'at' '^he'- "local"' l&ifel'-aire-"' like-ly:- to -"he. mPre-v £u'©;c%SBftil i-'-f

are part of a general prSg£ain&& 6f;':iia;pri6-vementv4n";pu'blie:^Mminl^Jt;r4tioa»--

■. The United Na-tions^assls-ts. Gov?r..nments in formulating,, suc.it.. a^ general

programme; and- ija; establishing the.,.agencies and .institutions 1nae.ded...t..p;make

c-.continuin.g- improvements . in the;; organization and.i.pppr.a^p.o:nS;.-.o^:-

, ' in personnel.-.administration and training? . and. in,. fiinancjl^

administration, Mp-reo.ver? the ..various, technical, offices, and;.,the,r spe,pialiaed

agencies,pf the United Nations assist Governments in improving administration

in tlj.eir. respective fieldss planning3 housing? healthj educational

toorganization and other activities of special interest to"local gbvernmento

3- Within tihe .Bepao?-tnien-t. of iScp-nomic^. and .Social Affairs .a% United Nations

Headquarters-the Dijv;4&ipn.-Vfpr BuhliJ3~;Administration.. h^.s. substantive.,.r.e,s.ponsi

hility for 'gl.o-lDal-.prp^-aromes -pjCi- ffcechnical r.as;si;SLti-a_njC^. in..th,;e cfjield... .of., ^"biio

administration |, withjki- ,fthe-.,jSconomic Commissio-n, £o-x.. Africa... avdJjV.is.lp.n;? .

This paper was contributed by Mr. Emil J. Sady, Chief, Local Government

Section, Division for Publio Administration, Department of Eoonomic and

Social Affairs? United Nations, New York.
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similarly entitled, is specifically concerned with these activities in

Africa. The two divisions, that at Headquarters and that in The Commissions

work in close harmony with each other .-and-both -collaborate .with other ^

technical offices of the Department and-Vi'th' the .specialized agencies in

joint efforts with the Governments themselves to improve public administra-

tion at all levels and -in all maj3tf -fields contributing, to economic- and ...

social development. ■' l!tl -': "' ■ '•■ " ■■

4. There are also other sources of technical assistance in public

administration "(in Africa, these are' mainly bilateral in character or come

from private foundations) which are available to Governments* 3tfon-governmental

international organizations such as -.the ^International Institute:, of. Administrative

Sciences and- the International Union of-Eocal-■■■Authorities ■ also.have-an ,

important role-to play-in the professioiialization of-the'public service-..and

^iimi^Xorfrc impxovoow>n>« in ^ver^^ial administration. ■ The.United.■Nations

seeks to collaborate with all suoK other sources-of assistance and professional

support for:improvements in^publig administration.,■■■■ ■■"■; "■■ - '"■'■'■■■ ■ ':

5. With particular reference to local government, the United fofcions 'offers

various types of assistance to Governments. It assists in the■conduct of

surveys to define local government areas, to improve relationships between

central government and local authorities, and to'establish the organization,

powers, functions, and method of financing such authorities,1

6.. The Unite£.Nations may also assist in.the implementation of local .

government surveys-, including the establishment and strengthening of

ministries 03? departments of local government and other central agencies

for improvement of local governseata Special emphasis is placed on these

central agencies "because through t^j the Governments''themselves can render

assistance to logal authorities* ' Th'e United ITaiions'has1 provided 'advisory

assistance to capital cities and'other municipalities at government request?

as noted later, it is also collaborating in a programme of inter-municipal

technical.. .assi-stanoeT,,. -But. $he; resources^ the. Uni-te^..Hations are not.
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'adequate to-^proyide significant.-direct .help to:cities» It., is better in any

- case: to help Governments to organise and.;staff, their, own central agencies for

uthe:ypurpose..:' These central ag-emisBTicsy Include a ministry or department of

■ looal';governmentj-. a local government.-public service commission, arrangements

for oh-the-abbl training and institutional, training, and a*.loan agency for

locM" authorities,■■■all of which the United Nations could: help to establish

i£::reigTiiee$e&-'by the'Governments concerned-. .- = . i

7. Xn addition to these agencies, a union of local authorities and one or

more professional or staff associations of.local" government personnel can

contribute'in a'special way toward"improving'local administration. In some

parts of the world, the unions" of local'authorities are'important sources

of assistance'to"local units. International'non-governmental organizations,

such as the International Union of iocal Authorities/ can-advise on the

organization of these" bodies, '"'''"'' ' ' '' "■'■'■■■•'•'■' - '■';:i

of-.United Hations- .assi:stance ■ . . . . .■-.■■. •■ ..f:-

8... United Nations assistance in this field is available in the following

formss

;-■•■■■.'•: (a) Experts-are provided ■to..;serve;.^.n--an adyiso;ry capacity. They are

normally^att-'ached to; the.'-ministry or departmentj of government

, .. . _. .. ■ having primary responsibility fos the task for which, advisory .

.. .. . . assistance is requested .(eog. a ministry of local government).

._'.-... Experts may also be provided to serve as directors or instructors

... .... ,in training institutions such .as an institute of public administra-

, . ; :. . .,t4.Qn^o.r a school of local government. United Nations experts in

, .. t._.._. lo.c..al_£.overnment or. in regional and local administration are

... ;.. working, in Moropoo, liger, and Uganda and there is a request from

...... ,, Tunisia for a team to assist in preparing a reorganization plan

., .. . ■ ^ ,for the capital city. | Requesting Governments are expected to

. .. .,..provide national counterpart personnel to each advisory expert

appointed, so that the expert may impart training and experience
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.; t©-; suoh-,opunterpaTts> . ■ Advisory. e$perjs I^

can-either las'-provided within the.,ft?amejprk, of the United Rations

Expanded Programme of..Technical Assistance..(,-EPTA) or,, from .the

= supplewen;tar^.:vf^#s.;ayaUabl.e,i-3?inder.tb-e United Rations regular

>^SPi;.X^ne^al/>e?j^b3^i.E^sx?lutip?i .T?3,(^H))(»..: Under ;|he

;-.form@3?,:;(EP^A;):it - -requests lorm^par^ -of a. .country's, pyer-all...

technical assistanc#^pr^r^ip.e.,,1.a^f,.^ust. conform ^tp .rules. .

regarding project planning and "biennial programming. ..Thus, initial

appointments can "be" made ] for' two years'and may "be subsequently

renewed.1/"'Under"the later Resoiution"r'(723 (VIIl)) funds, are

'specifically allotted to technical'assistance in public administra-

tion. Since the "budget is renewed annually^ initial appointments

are usually" made' for" one" year," with a"View to early transfer to

the general programme' under EPTA if it'"is apparent the project

will "be long-term. Resolution1 723" (VTIl)" funds can thus %e used

in a flexible way for the^sujjpor^of^^w^^^l^j^a^i^is^ation

projects that oould not find an initial place under the Expanded

Programme-'(BP^A:)v fheJ procedures' "r^I-lowed" and orlteria used for

Jvdealing with requests under either source of funds are-the same,

and,-all such teohnical;..assistance^(isT subje!dtV^6. the-Revised

/Standard,jlgree.ment; .for^Techni^ali.jLa sistance:i;"'',;,..

wr.^ie United Ka;tions" Pr'ogra^Me-for';: :the':Prbvision::pf Operational9

, E3zepu|ive and^Aamini^tra'tiVe' Pers-bhriel tOPER) enables Governnients?

with United-i-ationsjas^i;st¥nbeV'to''secure the services of well-

qualified peb?sbhriel :to:;per^:brni :'op"eratibnJal1 ;and executive tasks,

-^as ■ tHe -serva-nts'of G-bVernments;.L- ¥he-OPEX Officer receives the

■t^c^---saiary and einaHmie-h'tB :of::/hisrpos^£com the: Government,

r:isupplemdnted:%'payments*feom *lie- -IRiite-'d- H^¥iohs of a stipend and

-""-all:lowanceWwhicE brln^tes^ ^btal'rWunerat^b^-up to a level

"a^pfo^ima^ely^eqHia^-td-that •b^^ah ■■adVisbry--exper4;< Under an

v:Agre:ement which each ^oyerninen^ receiving this -tform of assistance
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'■"■"■"■ concludes, "with the United ■ Nations, OP.EX, personnel are recognized

■ " as having a "-special international status" and cannot "be required

to undertake ;any activity contrary, to the purposes of the United

Nations.- They also enjoy certain privileges and immunities in

the performance of- their..duties* .Nevertheless;, while the experts

referred to in sub-paragraph 7(a) -above, are international

■ j' civil" servants and as such, have.advisory functions only, OPEX

'" officers, as servants 'of Governments, perform operational,

executive and administrative functions appropriate to the posts

they hold and are .responsible to ijhe Government alone for the

performance of their duties. Such.duties may include responsibility

for the 'direction of ■personnel, the management of material and

■ ■ -property and the Control and disbursement of funds. Finally,

'r'■■ ' :-GPEX personnel-are intended to be.: temporary and a prime function

■ of each is- :to train a national of the country to take over his

- "duties and responsibilities as. rapidly as possible. The OPES

J programme was initiated ifc-"19-59., ^s &n additional regular programme

of the United Nations and. placed on a continuing basis under the

regular budget .from I96I. In ,1963, however, the General Assembly

sanctioned the use of EPTA funds/or this-, .type of assistance^

experimentally for the years _1?64-19 66. Thus operational (OPSX)

assistance can.now be.financed from EPTA funds as well as from the

■■regular budget under.General Assembly Resolution 1256 (XIII).

(c): Another1 important type of assistance., is the provision of

s ■ fe-llowships under either t]ae EPTA :pr Regular Programme of the

■*■■'■ J': United Nations to'.enable ..officers- of central government or local

"-1 aiitKorities to ^undertake, advanced studies .to observe local govern-

systems .in ;othe-r countries, and to have internships or other

iE1 training in.q.ther countries,. Priority is given under

the Regular Programmes .tqh fellowships, for the understudies of

■technical assistance and.-.ppEX experts* Study tours, such as that

last year by senior African officers to study local government in

Yugoslavia and India, is another method for broadening the expe

rience of Africans in this field.
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"(<!)■■The ■■United Nations Intermuiiioipal technical Assistance Programme*

"■■ which was established .recently-in; collaboration with the Inter-

nationaO. Union 'of Locals.Authorities,.,provides, a me&ns whereby

oities;in:'aevelo-ping countries- can, with, .the • approval of their

: : '-national Governments, obtain,the. services of .senior officers and

: -userof ■training .facilities..-o,f, cities, in other countries. The

■"■■ ■'■■:doii<ir';oa!tiieB-oonijinue.-itx>:pay the,salaries of officers whose

•■"■ services thay ■ make wailable- .-without reimbursement for periods

up-to six-months and -the,United Nations .pays,the travel and per diem

'•■■ ■ ; costs ^involved, A'.municipality seeking assistance under this

"■'■■'''■ Programme should apply to. the.. International, Union of Local

■ ^: ^Authorities-(TOLA) -in .the:.Hague., IULA finds, a city in another

■' F|V" country'that^oan provide, the assistance requested and submits

- :' ■ ^ropo^als^o^ the": United. Nations; for,..financing after technical

: " review' by■ the- office; concerned: and .approval by the member Govern-

' J:- nient of^tiie city requesting -assistance.... Three experts have been

- * i; ^pointed xmder; this^ programme;, ..two to advice the municipality

' of Bangkok on Tirianoe. and :planning. and ,the..third to assist the ^

■ Iran Municipal Association, in advising municipalities on budgeting

techniques. ■■ ■ ■"■"* •" •■■■■ ■■■■ ■ '■ ■-- ■-■• ■ . ■ " .■

(e) World-wide and regional"research," workshops, and seminars are

' ..indirect but nevertheless Useful forms of assistance. They

facilitate the'synthesis'ana: exchange of information among

countries'6n:common problems.and, also:.contacts among officers of

■ different countries who. have,,similar responsibilities. World-

■ -:- -wide studies- provide -documentation for regional meetings and are

:" designed to'help Governments: tc improve Jheir systems of local

':- ;; government and administration. .,Fox ..example, world-wide studies
Sevelopm_e_nl

s- No^^.IIH^Kand De^

Develo-pm,ent..(UH, Sales ctto.62.II,H.2) pointed
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but the importance of-central services.to local, authorities

wherever Governments wish-to'increase, the. contribution of

'■■'■■ government to development.' A" comparative -study, on.rthe; subjec;t.;pf

central services was carried out by the,.-International Union of

Local Authorities _for-; the United Nations and is being used at

regional: seminars such- as. this.as a basis for developing guides "

■ - -applicable to countries in the respective regions. Simultaneously,

separate world-wide studies, of the following important central

services are. being undertaken or. .planned? on unified personnel

■ ",:: systems, loans agencies., and, graining, institutions for local '

. -. authorities in order :to provide.more specific guides to Governments

; ■ ' in establishing- such agenci.es- or. institutions, . .

(f) 'Financial assistance for' -certairif types.-. ,o,f ..pro.je.-p^s.. related^ to,urban

development may'be obtained through the:-United ■ Nations Special..,.

■ Fund, which was established'"for the :pur.pose o^ financing, pre-

investment surveys, training-and other-projects,,that are:,expected

to lead directly to increased productivity. .-.-For example, the

Institute of Public Adminisi;rati'on-:in Ghana is ■ financed in part

: 'through the Special Fund. ;;;.Tire establishment of.national (or

;■.. regional) training institutions, and other, agencies for the

..-. ■ improvement.of local government and the financing of projects in

the-; field,of: urban development that are essential for economic

development could conoeivably qualify for consideration."''Special

Fund projects are financed and administered pursuant to an

agreement between the government concerned and the United Nationsc

(g) The World Food Programme, which is jointly administered by the

United Nations and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations, makes available food for use in projects related

to economic development. The programme is still experimental but,

through it, food is being used in a number of countries in Africa

and elsewhere to reduce the costs involved in resettlement schemes^

construction of community facilities and other projects in which

local government units are involved..
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9, In-addition to the above.,, assistance..is -also, available in,the local

government field, .through, international loan, programmes,, bilateral and

other multilateral, -agencies and non-governmental organizations including

philanthropic .foundations, .■ ,.: . -.:.■:.■ ■,•■•■

10. All request for assistance from' the United Nations- must- be initiated

or approvedV the Government concerned.- In -most- countries V.speoial

national'office has been designated %o^ co-ordinate all 'forms-'of. technical

assistance'and to serve as a channel for ■ external ■assistance,, In most

African countries there are resident representative^ of the-Technical

Assistance Board lt*lB) : who are'accredited Either to single' countries or

to two or more ■■countries'1 or territories. >The;r assist Governments in

programming and coordinating ^'technical assistance of the United Nations

and-the ■sPeoialiaed.agencies.;,,The,office,of the IOTAB resident representa-

ti^-ea^ .provide additional information .on ^technical and- financial

assistance'available through the United Rations and the: specialised

agenoies.- U technical advise is nee^d; in, order, to,formulate, a request

for .assistance, arrangements can- usually ...be. made,for .the regional adviser

in local g'o^rnmenf or. one of th_e, other advisers: In public administration

at the' United Nations Economic -Commissioner Africa to visit the country.

11. It'is'suggested that' %e Seminar'^discusi the : types of technical

assistance in lo;oal'government - world-wide re^arch,' -regional studies and

meetings/ and country1 projects - that would be most useful to their

Government s•
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS ISSUED

Information for Participants ■ . . ■ ■-...;■.,:

The following dpcument.s/papers were issued in connexion with the

Seminars . . -. \; . -. ;. ■

I. INTERNATIONAL UNION OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES Affi) THE UNITED NATIONS

IULA STUDY-. ■ Central Services to Lopal.Authorltj.es

Parts I? II & III (English only)

ST/TAO/m/19 Decentralization for National and Local

.Development (TJN) . .....

ST/TAO/M/14 Public Administration Aspects of Community

Development Programmes (UN) ',.-.; ■ .

II. .

E/CIF.14/UAP/3O Consultant's Paper ' - \
E/CF.H/UAP/30/ y:

'. ■. ■ Addiwl.1 ' :;. .■ -.Consultant's: Paper . ,\
, £/CSB14/UAI>/32 Consultant's Paper

III. SPECIAL PAPERS " ■ ■' ■' \ ■

E/CH.I4/UAP/17 . Report on Local Government Study Tour of
Yugoslavia and India

14/UAP/31 Central and Local Government ("by Sir John Wrigley)

E/CHo14/UAP/33 United Nations" Technical Assistance in Local

Government and Administration

E/CH"o14/UAP/36 The Contribution in Personnel and Training which

the Local Authorities of Developed Countries can

make to Local Government in Africa (IULA)
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IV. AGENDA. PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES, ETC,

VI

I4/UAP/34 provisional Agenda

Rev.l

E/CIo'i4/tiAp/35

Revised Provisional Agenda

■■Programme 6^ Activities ■^■•■••"■^■" '■.*■■'■ f; -■■■•■ ,

Revised Programme of Activities (French;

Revised Programme of Activities for 6 - ( July

-;'Lis4;; of ■ Documents issued ';• ^■■

V. REPORO? OF THE SEMIHAR

14/UAP/37 Final Report" of the Seminar

E/CNo14/UAP/lHF05 ITotes for the Information of Participants

14/UAP/I3JF.J,.. .Rules). .fo.r; .the. ■ Conduc.t jof Sjusiness

/7/ . .
'" ' Revised ;!Ria-l'es'for the

E/CN.14/UAP/I3IF.8 Payments and'Su^missionsv

E/GH.14/UAP/IKFO9 List of Participants,.-; .

Conduct-of Business

Claimsof


